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ABSTRACT

The Crowth Potential of Corona Discharges from Aircraft Flying in Precipitation

The behaviour of positive streamers in fields near and above the :tability

field has been studied in quasi-uniform fields of up to 18cm in extent with the aim

of producing a model of the behaviour so that predictions can be made for much

greater distances. In particular the evolution in air of free charge produced by

the propagation has been monitored and the effect of pressure and propagation

distance on this evolution studied. A frequency (r) or coefficient (8f) has been de-

fined and measured which characterises the growth of free charge. The

Schockley-Ramo theorem has been used to analyse the data which not only pro-

vides values for other relevant parameters such as attachment coefficient and

streamer velocity but also provides a novel way of observing prebreakdown

streamer modes. A model has been constructed which adequately accounts for the

observed behaviour in small gaps but which predicts unrealistically large amounts

of free charge in large gaps (>lm). This suggests that some other mechanism

might predominate in this case; an increase in electron density leading to channel

therrnalisation is suggested as a possibility.



Section 1: Introduction

The most remarkable single event in atmospheric physics is surely the lightning

discharge so that it comes as no surprise that the study of the event has an impressive

history together with an equally impressive list of, in many cases, legendary investigators

(Franklin, C T R Wilson, Schonland and others). Over the years an enormous quantity of

data has been garnered from numerous programmes conducted around the world, most

notably in those regions where the lightning stroke is an devastating as it is spectacular.

In view of this, what is surprising is that the entire mechanism from the initial charge

separation through onset and leader development to the final arc is not satisfactorily

understood. For example, there is still a certain controversy surrounding even the

physics of the charge separation whilst the measured electric fields in the vicinity of

thunderclouds (1-2kV/cm) are substantially lower than those encountered in laboratory

long gap breakdowns. The investigation reported here was, and still is, concerned with

the onset of the discharge. That is to say, given the thundercloud environment - with

fields of measured magnitudes and precipitation of various sorts - together with a know-

ledge of laboratory breakdown processes - could the onset of the discharge be reasonably

well predicted? There is an additional question involving aircraft as will shortly become

clear.

Most breakdowns originate with corona and its subsequent development or growth;

the exception being breakdown between parallel electrodes involving a strictly uniform

field. In order to obtain corona, which is a property of high fields, in the low field of a

thundercloud, demands the assumption that precipitation be present - a not too severe

limitation for a thundercloud! The geometrically enhanced electric fields at the surface

of the precipitation would then reach the level required for corona onset. However, it

turns out that the fields required to generate corona from 'ce and water particles of the

anticipated size are still significantly larger than those commonly encountered in a

thundercloud. The exception here is the long water filament drawn out when water drop-

lets collide - an event which combines a low onset field with relative rarity; desirable
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features when seeking the cause of what is after all a triggered discharge. Of course,

aircraft offer exactly the same characteristics - indeed the onset field is likely to be

even lower - so if the argument that corona is a discharge prerequisite is acceptable it

follows that aircraft can trigger a lightning flash. It is probably worth adding at this

point that the overwhelming experimental evidence does currently point to a positive

confirmation of aircraft triggered discharges. Mazur, for example, has identified, using

radar, the source of several f lies as an aircraft flying through a thunderstorm; rocket

triggered discharges provide additional support. When the investigation reported here

was undertaken in 1984 this was not the common view (e.g. Clifford).

Of course, corona is not the sole requirement. Generally speakint_, corona pro-

duction will tend to dissipate the field which produces it. To understand corona driven

breakdown from essentially isolated conductors (no discrete power source) a distinction

must be made between the two forms of corona - negative and positive - both of which

will usually occur simultaneously at opposite extremes of such a conductor located in a

suitable field. Note this is not the same as monopolar corona from a charged conductor

with or without an ambient field. The key difference lies in the concept of a stability

field; this is the minimum ambient field in which the corona will propagate. Negative

corona requires a much higher field for propagation than positive corona. The prop-

agating corona is usually termed a streamer and the positive streamer stability field is

some 4kV/an only at atmospheric pressure. Since this field is pressure dependent then

the lower pressures in a thundercloud lower te stability field to values not untypical of

measured thundercloud fields. It is for this reason that the growth of the positive

streamers for F>Estability is believed to be of key importance.

This investigation then is concerned almost entirely with the behaviour of such

streamers. Establishing suitable conditions is not as easy as would appear because of the

large voltages involved. Even 1MV would only allow propagation distances of 2.5m to be

studied and then because of the size of the electrodes iequired to guarantee quasi-

uniform fields (-7.5m in diameter) only measurements at atmospheric pressure could be

made. The investigation has been confined for these reasons to gaps of only 20orn but
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with the electrode structure contained in a vacuum chamber which allows the pressure to

be varied from 200 torr to 760 torr - below 200 torr streamers are difficult to generate.

An outline of the arrangement is contained in Section 2. The theoretical treatment re-

quired to interpret the results is in Section 3 with some typical results in Section 4. Most

of the data obtained is contained in Section 5 with some discussion of these results in

Section 6 and a broad conclusion presented in Section 7.
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Section 2. Experimental Arrangement

2.1 Electrode System

The arrangements consists of two plane parallel electrodes. A third needle elect-

rode is inserted in a hole in the plane anode, the needle being earthed. The redesianed

upper electrode (Fig.2.1) is a 25cm diameter alurninium toroid, with a flat face. The 7cn

diameter edge profile is intended to prevent natural corona inception from the cathode

by keeping the field divergence at the edge low and the 12cn clearance from the GRP

vessel walls prevents surface discharges along these to the lower electrode.

This is a 42an diameter copper plate, 5mm thick, and stands on three spacers,

resting on adjustable feet. Changing spacers allows electrode separations from 5 to

20crn to be used. A 6mm diameter stainless steel needle protrudes through a 2an hole in

the centre of the lower electrode, set by line-of-sight against a block, to be 12nm above

the lower electrode surface (for easily repeatable consistency) whatever the electrode

spacing. Both are earthed via (nominally) 50Jl resistors (see schematic Fig.2.2). The

earth point is a copper strip, connected to a mains earth. Subsequent measurement of

the resistance of the signal resistors used showed them to be 55 and 56S. for the

conduction and displacement circuit respectively. The cables used to connect with the

oscilloscope were found by a resonant method to have a dynamic impedance of 76JI. All

these values are built into the computer program which finds the currents from the volt-

age waveforms.

Up to-00kV is applied to the upper electrode either directly or via a 200 A high

voltage resistor from a Brandenburg r'-series supply. The high voltage charging resistor

was incorporated to prevent the formation of an arc.

Assuming the physical circuit between the HT supply and the electrodes to be

circular and of radius 40om, its inductance, L = poxr/2,0.8PH. The capacitance of the

electrodes, C =6 oA/d -10pF and hence the time-constant for recharging the cathode

directly,*Z= LC-3ns.

If the cathode charge 0 = CV-151iC, is signficantly depleted inside -,3ns, the

voltage falls, choking off the discharge. The risetime of a corona pulse may be-%100ns
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and a time-to-s..arc is typically -,lis; hence corona and arc processes can develop unin-

hibited if the chair:g resistor is left out of the circuit. If the cathode must recharge

via the 20OOMJl res~rtor, then T =CR -. 48ms and a high current arc cannot be sustained.

2.2 Digitizing S twn

The voltages across the signal resistors are taken down coaxial cable and digitized

by a Philips PM315 125MHz digital storage oscilloscope (256 sample memory). Typical

voltage pulses otzained with a Tektronix 300MHz bandwidth analogue oscilloscope show

some oscillation but no short timescale events. Though the PM315 has an internal 60MHz

filter, no data, Ltherefore, is lost on account of this. It became apparent that the two

channels were imperfectly synchronized. The rise in the conduction current circuit

occurred one sample later than the rise in the diplacement circuit. This has quite severe

consequences for the analysis routines used, as discussed later.

The high speed digital oscilloscope can be pre-triggered. The data is continually

read in and once a trigger is experienced, the read-in of data stops. Hence data can be

gathered from before the triggering point. This is an improvement over traditional oscil-

loscope measurements where the very first portion of the event is always absent from

the records. (The streamer inception is irregular and so repetitive sampling techniques

cannot be used.)

The data recorded by the digital scope were recorded using a Z80-based micro-

computer via a GPIB-418 IEEE standard interface. The Pascal source code of the algor-

ithm for handling this is reprinted in the Appendix but the implementation is heavily

machine-specific and the code is particularly inefficient. This aspect of the measuring

system leaves considerable scope for improvement.

The (integer) data from the scope are stored in a disk file and converted to an

array of real data representing the currents calculated using the measured values of the

signal resistances and dynamic cable impedances in parallel.
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2.3 Experiments Carried Out

The needle projected by 12rm above the plane to generate natural corona. In this

polarity, positive streamers were produced in the high field induced at the needle end and

propagate into the gap. The needle is at earth potential and this falls quite rapidly to the

potential which would have been experienced at this level in the plane-parallel gap were

there no needle present. This potential drop is En, though it must be stressed that the

needle itself is at earth. The potential drop in the enhanced field at the needle end de-

pends on the field and needle height, n, and so keeping the need!e height constant will en-

sure that the potential drop in the gas at its end is the same whatever the gap length or

cathode potential. This is rather different from the situation in an inverted point-plane

gap (the high voltage is usually applied to the point), where the potential drop at the

needle-end does depend on the applied potential.

To produce streamers is no easy task, for the field produced in the gas at the

needle-end must be high enough and of a large enough extent. The geometry of the

needle is crucial and some considerable time was spent producing a sharp needle with a

small, uniformly rounded tip. The idea being to increase the size of the critical volume

by having a smoothly rounded tip, but to increase the field enhancement by having a

narrow cone angle. The eventual needle profile, arrived at by trial and error had 300

cone-angle, with a tip of radius -20Im (measured with a travelling microscope). It was

necessary to electrolyse the tip in order to get a smooth profile of this small radius.

This gave satisfactory inception at high pressures but, as described in section 4,

not so good an inception at lower pressures, where the critical avalanche must be larger

for inception. On occasion, the inception was very infrequent, as the critical volume for

those particular conditions was very small. To overcome this difficulty, an ionizing

-source (50VCurie Americium) was mounted on the shaft of the needle just below the

hole in the plane anode to provide excess starter electrons. The ionizing source did not

affect the clearing time of the ions and so under conditions where the source was not

needed, it could be left in the electrode chamber and have no effect at all on the

discharge.
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The primary aim of this work was to investigate t-.e influence of propagation

length on the corona characteristics. Accordingly strea'r e.s were generated and digital

records of the induced currents made, with various diffe,.e-t pre.sures and electrode

separations. The data, stored on disk, was then analyzed t o provide several fundamental

parameters of the streamer's propagation, described in Section 3.

It should be noted at this stage that as the data was digital, with a full scale de-

flection of 8 bits, the display (on a monitor with similar resolution) was scaled so tCat as

much information as possible was visible. An autoraring algorithm was used to find a

scale factor such that as much of the screen was used up and then rounded up so that in-

convenient numbers were not involved. The zero level was determined by averaging the

first 5 points in the record, and the data from the oscilloscope converted into a real

number array for further analysis. When the scaling for the screen display was obtained

a zero level was chosen such that the real zero level corresponded to a line on the

graticule drawn on the screen.

The effect of this variable scaling though is that when making direct comparison

of different pulses on the screen (or on the screen dumped copies used herein for illust-

rations) the scaling must always be borne in mind.

The electrodes are contained in a 50cm diameter GRP vessel, which was pumped

out using a throttled-back rotary vacuum pump. Gas was let in through a mixing unit,

where the flow could be controlled. The pressure established in the chamber by this flow

(-C0rlO/min), was monitored by a simple rotary dial gauge. Room air was drawn though a

silica-gel dryer, which was regularly re-filled with fresh silica gell. Though the influence

of humidity was not studied because of the time spent analysing the large quantity of dry

gas data, the facilities exist for doing so.
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Section 3: Theoretiral Cnnsj'erati,,ris

Introduction

An unavoidable paradox arises when studyine, streamer gro, th he, our ir

quasi -unifnm field in that the generntion of the streamer reqmi.es highl, (kvrrrkrrt fe '

cnnditions, albeit localised. In general terms, the analysis of charge evoluticn in a

uniform. field from the behaviour of externally induced currents is r-latively straight-

forward; in tv),o electrode divergent field geometry progress can only he mare siver, at

least a detailed! knowledge of the field distribution, but even then a clerived charged

distribution may be ambiguous. The present geometry, detailed in Section 2, cnrtairs

elements of both. The treatment presented lelov. indicates hov the tv.o contrit utions

(uniform and non-uniform) may be separated leading to an estimate of the free 't~.rge

and its rate nf genrration. The approach also highlights the importance of cbtairing the

data in digitised form even though some lass of resolution is inevitable.

3.1 Basic Processes

3.1.1 Induced Charge

Shockley (1938) and Pamrr,o (1939) have shown , as an extension of the

Reciprocity theorem (Jeans, 1927), that the charge q. in(uced or) the k-th conductor in a

system Sn of conductors, due to the presence of a point charge q, at r, is given by:

q k* q*r

(3.1)

where Vk*(r) is a dimensionless quantity, the per-unit-potential, the potential at r if 4 k is

at unit potential, and all other conductors, Snjk' in the system are grounded F. .It

is a geometrical property of the electrode system.

3.1.2 Induced Current

Differentiating Eq. 3.1 yields the induced current'ik* drawn by Sk:

S-qVk () " * rk k
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00

Fig 3.2
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where -k' is the corresponding per unit fie ld t rdiimenslon " 
- the charge q

having instantaneous velocity v. Since potential fields are superposable, generality is

not lost by stirmiing over all free charge in the system and for an axial conducting

filament of linear charge densityA(r) (Fig.3.2), the induced current is the line integral:

k rE Cr) f fE (r _t(

is a vector along the filament. The current, j, in the filament is given by j(r) =

rv e !the current is overwhe!'lingly electronic, since v,* v.

3.1.3 Parallel 1lectrodes

Frr plane parallel electrodes, Fig. 3.3 shows V k*, E, qk< and i. for both

electrodes (k=,2). As a charge qmoves from S1 to S2' V14 falls off linearly and hence

q* is progessively transferred from SI to 52. That is to say, inducer4 charge is conserved.

qk = -q

'3.4)

Since the per-unit field, Ez =/d everywhere and in the unifornri externall) applied

field E the charge q has a constant velocity, the induced current is,

i* = qE*v = qv/d

(3.5)

The current is almost entirely electronic, since V e vj and only free electrons

contribute significantly to the induced current. (y the sane token, q is almost entirely

composed of free electrons; ions - including negative ions -make little contribution to

the induced current.

This induced current is now defined as i e , and will be referred to as the electron

current. This will he used as a theoretical concept in geometries where it cannot he

defined as an induced current in a particular electrode. In such geometries, ie represents

the current due to all free electrons weighted uniformly (i.e. as if the per-unit field were

uniform throughout the electrode volume). So in the three electrode system used in this

study, the electron current is a concept, namely the current which would have heen
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Fig 3.3

V* E* q* and i* for plane parallel electrodes. q from Si - SZ
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inc'red in the lower plane electrode if tt-e point \&ere not trc.

3.1.4 5inificance of i.

To further understand i e let a point charge q move between plane parllel

electrodes and considcer that: , '- d l / d

., , i
the dipole moment caused by this translation per unit electrode separation between the

electron and the positive ion left behind. In this special geometry,Sx/d is just the change

in per-unit potential along the path Sx. In a general electrode system then, if one

electron created by ionization in the gap drifts by Sx, and is neutralized at an electrode

an(: if the difference in V* along this path is SVI then the charge transported to that

particular electrode is just 6Vtq, which will he less than q. 'This is not affected by Lhe

physical arrival of the charge, for the electron will be neutralized by the charoe built up

on the electrode, and no further current will flow to the electrode through the external

circuit.)

Furthermore, the net charge in the gap is now q. The remainder of the induced

charge resides on the other electrodes. Care must therefore be exercised when

considering the induced currents, particularly where distributed charge is concerned, as

free charge is not conserved (some may attach, for example); the integral of the free

electron current may not then be easy to interpret.

3.1.5 External Current

In general, the conservation of induced charge (Eq.3.4' is the same as consprvatin

of per-unit potential, since qk* ="qVk*':

k V2 =-k* 1

which means, for two electrode systems, that + V2  = 1 . E1 * =E 2 * or Y=

which is hardly surprising as there is continuity of current in the external circuit. N"4ote

that as i* is found by differentiating q*, the sign of i* is not related to the coordinate

system used, but to the external circuit. In this case the current into S1 equals the
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current out of S2 .  This highlights a fundaniental lif.11t;,tion of currf.t r. ai s,rc-' ,nt In

two-electrode systems, i.e. Slire I * -i2 , s one ,egi re of frefrio ,. Thr

electron current is defined as the induced currert in plane parallel geoxnetr\. In pirit-

plane geometry, the electrons moving near the point are weighted cons derably aorp

heavily than those further away, and the concept.ally defined electron ct,rrent, the

induced current if the electrons are all given equal weight is not recuverahle frr7,- the

actual induced current. It will be shown that this is at least approxiruately possihle ir

three electroe geometry where there is an extra degree of freedom and a partic larly

discrete boundary condition.

It can he added that the same analysis is applicable to any t.n groups r' all the

electrodes in a system. In the case of those use5 throur.hout this st rd>, the cxterna&

circuit Is fored frwv the needle and the lover plane 'r and i . and the cat de th

Then the external current is Oc . id ' and is equal to "Icath" This is a .ry 1itorestirig

observation, for (i+i d ) is the current which would be IT easured by physically coa;bining

the plane and point. In this case, however, the electrical interconnection of these

electrodes is effected via the signal resistors and an earth point. The>' are electrically

decoupled; the coupling occurs via the physical processes in the gap.

3.2 Three Electrode System

3.2.1 Three Electrode System

Fig 3.ts is an exaggerated sketch of the e!ectrodes used in this study. To maintain

consistency with what follows, the point will he referred to as Sc' the plane anode as S(

and the cathode as Se aLh It will he shown that the needle, Sc, introduces an effertL ,e

boundary condition and to emphasize the ,,nerality of this, a purely geon-etrr hnction,

f(r), will he used.

A one dimensional filament is considered. Two ,oordinate fran es are used, One,

x, having its origin at the anode, 5 d' the other, r, havinn its origin at the end oif (he

needle, Sc, where x=n, the height of the needle al'eve the anode (Fig3.4.
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. :'.. ' : .'tj h r. U- rreo , t

To fir,(, ' e i at (;n~t , and i , r I M [icrtert i;Il I'e -t ic 3. . I

S ceptiln( f or nev, thai" the per-,nit piltent cl e nl y h;s a i ;ipprocl le ,;luie r,- -.r t: 1

needle end, r _ ar t ,.here art is a multiple of the tip radius' Ithis viould spen rea!unntAle

,f the needle tip v..ere an isok ted sphere uf radius r, 1!un if Lhe surface is at r.it

potential, !iyod(; the surface the potential will lie r t/r. The earthed anod'e will

exagrerate this fill-c ff.'), the general form expected of Vc* is given by the

dimensionless function fr) 'Fig.3.4 which has the following properties:

fir:0- n 1; fr r -r' = 0: f'rcd-n. z 0 = f(n/(r-d-n':

f(r), O rnilee, r~ art(3.' 2

Fron Eq. 3.3, with V * = f(r),
c

r'oo rf'r

and is hence the average current flwing in the portion of th.e channel where f(r. is

appreciahle, so given that the spatial extent of f(r' is small, i c will be the saniP as the

conduction current in the channel )ase.

The per-unit field is confined to a r.nall region nenr the tip and a charyje traellir

across this reotion will pass through a difference AV * in V, of, ,. So during this transit,

the whole charge q is transported to the point. If the size of this region is so s all that

the electrons cross It quickly compared, vitli their arrival rate, or compared ,.,ith the

tenipnral resolution of the oscilloscope, then the current in this electrode approxirnates

to the arrival rate of the charge.

3.2.3 Displacement Current

V d for off-axis charge trajectories, is exactly the same as for plane parallel

electroones, od _ cc (snrction 3.!.3), but because the needle, 5c, is earthed when firiding
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Vd (rather than linearly risinig as a charge across the grip, as in section 3. .3, Fig.3.3)

:dong the (yap axis dniuSt fall abruptly to zero as r.-O Tig.3.5'. The charge iicerc n

the plane will rise 'inearly as qrmoves across the grop, only to fall abruptly hoc'g to zero

as the needle-end is approached. The charge built up on the plane as q traversed the Cap

is transferred rapidly to the point. (This is a slight simplification: the charge built-up on

the plane is (d-n)old, and that remaining on the cathode is nq/d both of these are

transferred to the point as the test charge traverses the high field region at the needle-

end. Of course the charge induced on the plane is a function of the position of q, not its

path. The discussion is couched in temps of the trajectnry of q to make visualization of

the spatial variations clearer.) From the point of view of the conservation of induced

charge, 'Eq.3.4), it is self-evident that the onl> possible solution for V dis:

* d,

and 4

then -- )(Ofer+

d t

r~O 0

that is, z + (3. 10',

Since it is contributed to by the displacement of charge across the gap, this is

called the displacement current. Rearranging Eq.3.10 we have ie, the current which

would have been recorded in plane parallel geometry:

This addition of a negative contribution to id from i formalizes the rapid drop in

V d near the needle end, and will turn out to be a useful analytical tool. This rapid

drop-off in V*d is due to an effective boundary condition, since the defining equations

for V~d require the needle to be at earth potential. This is where the i term in Eq.3.10

cMes from and is a fundamental result.
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Fig 3.6
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This techriqLe for reco ering ie is not dependent on the extent of f(r . .cr is

'q.3.7 for i . The onl) place in this discussion where the spatial extent of f(r) is

important is in ascribing i to he the physical Cerrrt in the channel hose. This will be

discussed !ater in connecticn with the space-charge field at the channe! hase.

3.2.4 Free rharge reconstruction

As already mentioned, the electron drift speed is > ion drift speeds and only the

electronic coniponent of the current is observed. Note that this implies that free

(Clectron' -harge is NOT conserved; an electron attaching to an oxygen molecule, for

example, contributes little to the induced current.

If the free electrc7 charge in tlhe gap totals Cg, and IF these electrcns have the

same drift speed v e (the field is unifon, and ve is found from well-establisec

expressions) then ie = gv C/d or:

Q =i d/ve e

(3.12)

and the free electron charge in the gap, C can be found by sin,ply scaling 1. This

reconstruction of C from instantaneous value of the induced currents relies on some

fairly gross assumptions, and the validity of these is considered below (section 3.3).

3.2.5 Three Electrode Point-Plane System

Sig-nond (1978) has calculated the per-unit potentials and fields for an ingenious

three electrode point-plane system used by M.:arode (1975a,b) (Fig.3.6). The cathode is

ihere divided into two, with a small, isolated central portion. Note how the drop-off of

Vc* is so steep that the charge is transported almost instantaneously to the point as q

traverses the high field region. To a lesser extent this occurs as q reaches the central

portion of the cathode too, and hence the currents neasured will be nearly equal to the

charge arrival rates, as outlined above. Thus for this arrangement, as expected for the

system used here, the current to the point is effectively equal to the arrival rate of

charye.
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3.2. 6 Polarity of Induced C'urrents

The applied field is supplied by Scath , and chnrges of either polarity drift in

opposite directions (according to the coordinate system of Fig.3.4' to produce a *ve

conventional current j (directed upward in the figure). From Eq.3.7 and Eq.3.5 (f'(r , is

-vej, it can be seen that ic and i. will always be 'ye, and hence will always cause a -ve

voltage across the signal resistor R in the external circuit.

All references to currents induced from now on will refer to the voltages across

the resistors as though they were currents. So a -ye conduction current wa,,eforn (for

example' is produced by an upward directed conventional current in the Lase of the

channel.

The only +ve voltage (-ve current' induced in the external circuit to the lower

electrodes it the (-(d-n,/c,\i contribution to id , If there were a positive voltage in id

therefore, it can be inferred Lhat there is current flowing in the region where the per-

unit-potential of the needle is appreciable. This is a result of there being an effective

boundary condition at the needle-end and is unambiguous. The only ambiguity in the

analysis lies in the spatial extent of the needle-end region. In the sense indicated above,

positive electron currents ie' and conduction currents, i are physically not possible.

3.3 Limitations/Problems

The above treatment of the induced currents relies on some fairly gross

assumptions; hovever it will now be shown that these can largely be avoided when the

particular Magnitudes of the parameters involved are considered more carefully.

3.3.1 Space-Charge Field

Section 3.2.4 ignored the space-charge field. Firstly, electron velocities in the

active region are ni0 c n/s. The contribuition from the space-charge field of the tip,

where the electron speed is the highest is considered beloW 'section 3.3.2). Fven
excepting the tip, for Cg to be recoverable from i , the electron speed, and therefore the

local field everywhere must be the sanie. Sut is this a reasonable assixmption? Can the
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space-charge field of the char nel at least be ihjrinred-

Phelps (IQ76( asserts that the field along the channel is just the gour -tric, or

applied field; wereas M, arode (1981) emplinsizes that condLuctivity is the -icre important,

F being determined such that there is current continuity along tre channel.

Phelps would have the space-charge distributed by the applied field: Warode, the

conductivity (charne density) determining the field.

A simple calculation shows that for a channel of net charge ;kL -l1nC (typical

value of ficdt), the space-charge field, E'max0.4 KV/csn, compared with nn ambient

field of some 4K<V/coi. Hence the space charge field can safely be ignored in the

channel.

There is an exception. It will be recalled that the development of further

streamers is supposed to be suppressed by a positive space-charge local to the needle-

tip. The suppression of further streamers is indeed good evidence that the fie!d at the

tip is reduced by a positive space-charge. Certainly the geometric field here is high,

causing electrons to be sv.ept out of the gap more efficiently than they are svept into

this region from the rest of the ch anel. It will tend to accumulate a positive charge

until the local field is uniform along the choncel. But this vill occur only whilst the

electrons in the needle-region remain unattached. This is essentially either the

development of compeosation zone process of Phelps or the secondary streamer process

of Varode.

In this case the space-charge field works in favour of the theory developed here.

With the reduced local field due to this space-charge, the electron drift speed will be the

same in the base of the channel as it is in the remainder, and the recovery of the free

charge (section 3.2.4) thus makes a valid assumption. The electron drift speed can be

obtained accurately enourjh by using the applied field and pressure for a given gs - it

does not change significantly because of the space-charge.

Furthermore, the superposition principle permits the effect of individual charges

to be considered in isolation and simply summed up (section 3.1.2), so the space-charge

does not influence the per-unit-potential; VO is a property of the electrodes.
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It has beer) indicated 'sect cr. 13.22 tha4t the ton.eao tu rcnez 1 ulcreii

s important. If this occ'ijrs wi thin the sain ple Lin e o)f tWe osci aripe, the c ;r'lre

transfer can be consiiCered to have occurred( inistantanecusi'. The si ertr-st sajrl pie

interval used was Io~ns and for an electron drift spced of -14Cri,/s 'in the w~hole length of

the channel', this corresponds to 4 needle-end region 04U 1in in extent. Lincre the tip,

radius of the teedle usel! was 2OPrT, the condjuction corrent can safely he !neatified'

%vith the arrival rate of charge at the tip. The transit time of the enhanced per-urnit-

field region is clear]% less than it vwould hovec been v.ithout the positiv.e space-charge, but

it has heen shown that the overall effect of this does roct affect the itentific;tian of the

conduction current with the arrival rate of charge at the tip.

3.3.2 Steamer Active Recion,

A major problem in the analysis of the discharge currents is the different drift

speeds in the active region and in the channel. The field in the active region 'PHOrtinnann,

974) may he 12DV/r.tnrr or more. The corresponding electron speed' is 350OKnn/s, or

2r' times glreater than the -35kmils in the Citregion 1 the channel). However, rtypical

free charge values hefore cathode impact mlay be lip tn ]Onn(C, IC4 x thec charge in a

strearmer tip (10- 1 r and thus for a single tip the channel current voold tip, .- 103

greater than% the tip current.

3.4 Application

Turning now from generalities to scr-c speci fic predictioris about the indied

currents, etc. expected from particular discharges, there are three eases to consider.

The current may be confined entirely to' the tip region (J) or distaint frcfi. the

tip region (ii), or a comrbinatiun of both )iii).

-3.4.1 Cnse V)

If the currenit were confined to the tip region, the electrons woujld drift to the
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anode surface very quickly an(. te inutralized th re. Tt us only a 1brief pclc n )f currt'w

wotldc' ce observed. As discussed ahove, there woodc. !e a largo centrihut)Liao to the

conduction current, because of the relatively large per-unit field, acomipanied by a large

positive contribution to the cisplacem erit current. This positive-going displacement

current is the clearest evidence for this phenomenon, as it can arise from no other

situation (negative currents are always expected). This kind of event would look couch as

sketched in Fig. 3.8(i).

3.4.2 Czse (ii ,

If the charge is distant fron the point, then no contribution would be expected tn

the conduction current; the per-unit field withn respect to the tip is negligible at arly

significant distance from the needle end. The nost practical visualization of this kind of

behaviour is charge injection fro- the cathode arising from the impact of the streamer.

In this case there would be a continuum of current from whatever processes are occur-

ring in the remainder of the discharge immediately before the impact, and the burst of

charge released from the cathode will be superimposed upon this. The electrons liber-

ated from the cathode will then attach over a period, producing the wavefornis in Fig.

3.8(ii).

As the electrons from the cathode are distant from the point, there v,ill Le no

induced conduction current. The electron current ie will be very much like the dis-

placement current and both will be negative. The situation is similar to plane-plane

geonietry, for which the displacement current would be identically equal to the electron

current. An electron generating event in mid-gap would have produced the same effect.

3.4.4 Case (iii)

?.'here there is a channel growing into the gap from the point, the situaticn is

more complex. The relative growth and attachment rates need to he considered. There

are three main cases, (a) below, (b) at, and (c) well above the stability field. Based on a

simple model of the discharge (section 3.5.6 ff, the electron currents are indicated in
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Normal conduction cur-rent profile

ic ii

This is the dotted line in the
diagrams below - inverted for
comparison with the displace-
ment current id. ie is the electron
current

(a) (b)

id id

le ie

(c) (d)

id id

id~ie

Fig 3.9
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Fig.3.9 for each case. As the channel is built up the electron current incerfnCs initially,

falling again for (a), flattcning out for (b) and subsequently rising in case 'c). Thc in-

fluence of this on the displacement current can be calculated with the aid of Eq. 3. !n and

id is sketched for (a), (b) and (C), assLning the case of a standard concuction current

pulse in Fig. 3.9.

It can be seen that the dying streamer has a displacement current wt-olly positive,

only marginally different from the conduction current. The stability streamer dis-

placement current does dip below the axis, and a little charge injection from the cathode

has been marked in (according to section 3.4.2). Above the stability fiel' the

displacement current dips very strongly belov., the axis, and the charge injection has been

drawn in nore heavily also. In this example the second derivative of i d has chorged from

3 concave slope belovw Estab to a convex slope above Estab* If the attachment is very

strong Fig.3.9(d)\, then a point of inflex ion is expected to appear.

3.5 Further Analysis

3.5.J Cenerated Charge

Consider a channel, length Li and charge I at time t1 , developing to (-2, C2'
t2'

t 2 ,. Then sinceficdt is removed, and the remainder gets attached, one nay %,rite:

(Q fidt )e(t +
t,

where the generated charge SC is introduced to satisfy charge conservation. In a

growing streamer system, this is in effect the total streamer tip current integrated over

a sample interval. In all calculations, it will he divided by the sample interval, to give a

charge injection, or charge generation rate. It will be-0 after the streamer transit,

unless sone other electron-detaching or ionizing process is occurring.

3.5.2 Attachment Frequency

To find SQ from Eq.3.14 requires a knov.ledge ofya and this is not well defined

experimentally. However, if the channel is decaying without any new electrmn
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det;jcihnient or ionization, 80 = 0. In most cases, the channel has dtca)> or! su at.I

by the time tire streamers cross the gap amd c(t ir Eq.3.14 can he neglectet: !r con-

parison with tile ragnitude of G(. Typical values nre for C0 to change Ly 2-3nC" at an

attachment frequency of -31 ,MHz compared witli-320pC extracted frwrn the channel

base in the same time. So unless the attachment frequency is very low and there is

appreciable conduction current at this point, Y a can be found by performing a least-

squares exponential fit on the 0 data. An example of this is shown in Fig3.10 where this

has been performed between the two cursor markers. In this way, using the fitted value

of Y frown a portion of the discharge when SC = 0, allows SO to be found for portions of

the curve when it is non-zero Fig.3,11).

3.5.3 Streamer Velocity

The large pulse of electrons released when the strearrer arrives at the cathode, is

seen as a sharp increase inSn (Fig.3.I1). From the transit time of the streamer, t, the

mean streamer speed, v. = (d-n)/tN can be found. This tine-of-flight method is rather

crude comnpared with considerably more sophisticated phntomultiplier studies, but the

results are useful as confirmation or for conparison.

3.5.4. Streamer Function, Alx)

In attempting to identify a formal growth parameter for a streamer consider that

a streamer system "creates" an elementary line charge do = A(x)dx, at x, at time t=x/v,

(Fig.3.12): this charge then drifts at ve back toward the point, arriving x/ve seconds later

at time T=x/v, + X/ve = x/V where it is convenient to define an effective velocity V.

After attachment, the charge dO laid down becomes upon arriving at the point, dC'

de- e
x 
= A(xle-I'dx. But with x=VT, dx=VdT, and dn'zA(TV)e-ATVVdT, then:

.A(TV'C' 7 V
dT

or A(x)" - . 3. 16)
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dQ =A(z)dx
(created at time t xv

dQ' A(z)e- 7 xdx

=A(TV)e- 'T' VdT

1 14,Fig 3.12

071 = dQ'/dt A(TVe- JTVV charge

dQ' 7r~1

sl . =o at time T

vsstreamer reaches d i vt

t = t + t2charge deposited at X is A(X)dX
X at time tj = X/Jy8

d/vs X/. 0 + X/ve -K/Ye

=5 X =(d/ys + x/e)V *~drifts to xin

)A(zot) =.A(X)e-VK time tZ X2  )T
and is A(X)e- 7(X '1 dX

Fig 3.13
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(-aociition of A'x' frrxiiiu is nly possible while siijni fi coot ciafrent sirvi '.os I-)

rit' the point. riiisc' othtorvyise dlon'inato' the cal cul ation0 of A ',on the in :1 ed'

r'ferni otion yielded lr this techr i quo limits its use. This dtefi ost itote the d'i-iinaore Df

attachiient in the channel. ( prdwith the at tachv, ent effect, Ax' his riojii qle

uTflUence upon the formi of it.

3.5.5 Chonnel Functinn,Ax'

The instanitanPous electron d'istrihution along the channe],A'tx", nomc Li oner useful

t',iv VA.\ - Iearl y(4(x and' Xx) is r,-Iated- to Ai'x) 1)y the folluv~i. ek cltinn, 1'c'-

Stt.is ca!se, t c,' S .Ubsti tutinj this into Fq. 3. 17 aod! integrutiri' the eIec t -ore

;,n i~e f c)r a stnr an o r %,.hi ch xa ct ended a isiItance d, anr,, put t i n A ? A 5 'for t0 P

etca r function, one has-

f, ()dx
0

A 4

),ve !dv(- ) [el?( bEV-7 (V- 15) )4 -

This h) s been evaluated with the following values of the coefficients envolved:

- "is' , flkn/s, v5 I SOkm,'s ".. V= 31.5 cm/s). The result is plotted' us ' .:VA for

vaIrious values of dj aind2in Fig.3.14 aind shows that this gerieral picture of the mlt'a~irgc

usiana le iinsufnr as 'it produces results wihichi agree with the phcnrnsp em cifif' 1(

q ereral idea of a growing streamner.

If the streamer is dying, D"(fl, then n ) decreases with d. 12is sta!tic,rchra

constant levil whenZI 0, and rises rapidly vwhen there is strong qre-v',m,. Ioitlall\1, as

the channel is heinrj establishcd:, all valucs of 7fimply growth in (,9*The stahtilit yfinld-
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curresporids to6rfl, hut this - raph T c( 3.1 -' r nes clear a iffi cult) Ic "'tcn oi u

stiihiIi ty fieildJ fronm decirdinet, wvhler or rit, thfe streanrer cruz CrfS e jq. Pre -stetfit

stream ers take softie time toc Cie, arid rii GIrt rreach the CathoCe in the sd allizincry or so

gaps used experim entally. This anal ysis shvsurequi crally that if C",. holds level

throughoiut the life of the discharge then thc streaiiier s at the stz ehilit y fild.

3.5.6 Fornial C-rnwth Parameter

Ar x, is the hietter rrosnth param.eter, despite the, n asuiren ent prohlenm note(,: in

section 3.5.. . An alternative is to u~se SCl fnr it seems reasonable tr. write:

s"' =A"V t\VS

:3. 1')

as the~ chargen G added to) the channel is clearly just th;e chart~e A'x, hi~dv y t e

streamier. This relatin is need ed to cunvert betv. een the spatial arid tempcral Crj~h

rates of the stream er.
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Section 4: Typical Results

Introduction

The input data consists of just two time dependent currents (viz. conduction and

displacement) but, as indicated in Section3, a number of derived quantities are obtained

for each corona event (e.g. free electron magnitude Q generated charge 6 0).

Naturally, the temporal development of these quantities is field and pressure depen-

dent. In this section some typical results are presented for various field/pressure

regimes together with an explanation of these profiles in terms of the microphysics of

the event.

4.1 Regular Corona

The bulk of the work concerns conventional streamers at sub-breakdown fields and

at different pressures and/or propagation lengths. Subsequently, as the field is increased,

a number of corona modes are observed, which are associated with pre-breakdown pheno-

mena. These corona modes are interesting as their elucidation bears upon the topic of

the glow-to-arc transition in uniform fields which is commonly encountered in overvolted

gaps, at a reduced field nearly always greater than 34V/cm.torr (for air); by comparison,

the breakdown in the present study occurs at 8 to 1OV/on.torr. We deal here with the

sub-breakdown streamer event.

4.1.1 Inception Field

At reduced pressure, the lateral diffusion of electron avalanches increases. To

generate a critical avalanche then, a greater charge is required in this larger volume to

raise the tip field to the level where the replication mechanism can operate. So a higher

reduced field is needed before onset occurs. Replotting Phelps' stability field data as

reduced stability field, Estsb/P, shows on the contrary that the stability field is lower at

lower pressure (Fig.4.1). The combined effect of these two variations is that at a certain

pressure (about ,-500 torr in the present study), the onset and stability fields coincide.
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Below this value, onset streamers always grow throughout their life, end regrettably no

sub-stability field measurements can be made.

4.1.2 Pre-stability Field Streamers

As mentioned above, observations of this regime are restricted to high pressures.

The displacement current at low reduced field is entirely positive (Fig. 4.2,*408.2)

indicating that there is a lot of current at the base, and very little in the body of the

channel. (It will be recalled that a positive displacement current is fundamentally

related to the current at the needle-tip, section 3.2.6). The conduction current shows no

fine structure (more of this later) and the small electron current (Fig. 4.3) ensures that i

and id are almost anti-symmetric (Fig. 4.4,#408.3).

The electron charge, Qg, falls off throughout the discharge (Qg and i have the

same form, as they are related by a simple scaling factor (section 3.2.4) and all the

figures are drawn with a dual scale representing this). The form of 0 in fact follows

that presented in Fig.3.14 for the case of a strongly decaying streamer system. Common

to all records is the initial rise in 0 . Following this the particular features of interest

are the peak vO.23ps after the event began and following that the subsequent strong

decay of 0 g. The simple calculation of the charge in the gap (section 3.5.6) shows a

similarly broad peak, which indeed (for example with the growth parameter used in the

model 2=-10), occurs at around ,0.27pis. All this shows clearly that the low reduced field

in the example studied cannot support streamer propagation, even though a critical

avalanche can be created at the needle tip. Once the high field region at the needle end

has been left behind, the streamer travels a an or so using its internal energy to

compensate for the inadequate supply from the external field and finally dies. Visual

observation of the corona confirmed that it did not propagate to the cathode.

It has been observed though that streamers below the stability field may still

survive to the cathode. Figure 4.5 shows a sequence of records, as E/p is increased. The

event just considered, tM08.2, was obtained at the very low ambient reduced field of
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4.24V/rn.torr. At a slightly higher reduced field, 4.5V/cm.torr, the streaers reach the

cathode, and a small current pulse is seen demonstrating this (Fig.4.5ii). This record

though (0409.3) shows that Qg was decreasing throughout the streamer propagation.

Thus although it reached the cathode, this streamer was not growing, and according to

section 3.4 was below the stability field. The decay is more clearly exhibited in

Fig.4.5iii, showing 0 for event #97.0. This was for a longer propagation distance

(16.4a i) than for the previous example (1.3cn ), and so the reduction in Q has a longer

time to manifest itself. The reduced field of 4.67V/oan.torr for event$97.O is actually

higher than the 4.5V/cm.torr used in the previous example (0409.3) though the decay

seems stronger: this is of course partly caused by the relative timescales of the plots and

partly by the longer total discharge time in the latter event. Fig.4.5iv shows an event (V

99.1) where the streamers grew slightly throughout the discharge; 0 increases con-

tinually up to cathode arrival. This trend is confirmed by Figs.4.5v and 4.5vi where the

growth in 0 increases with the reduced field.

4.1.3 Streamers at the Stability Field or Greater

Streamers can cross a gap at fields below the stability field. There is a range of

fields at which a proportion of the streamers cross the gap and a proportion do not. This

can be clearly seen from the displacement current records, which either do or do not

contain a sharp negative feature as the streamers reach the cathode (or not). This

feature is considered here.

4.1.3a Injection from Cathode

Fig.4.6 shows a sequence of streamer displacement and conduction current records

for an increasing reduced field. They all show a sharp negative feature in the dis-

placement current, which is accompanied, if at all, by only a relatively insigificant

feature in the conduction current. The peak in the displacement current is evidence that

there has been a sharp increase in the free charge in the gap, for ie must have in-
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creased. The lack of a correspondingly large signal simultaneously in ic indicates that

the charge generation responsible for this feature occurs well away from the point

(section 3.4). It has been assurned, since visual observation confirms that the streamers

cross the gap when this negative feature in id is present, that this generation of charge

occurs at the cathode when the streamers arrive and the cathode region is established.

This rapid injection of charge is superimposed upon the now growing Qg for the

system as a whole. The two are partially separable by calculating So as described in

section 3.5.1. Fig.4.5 shows the 8Q records corresponding to the Qg records already

presented for various reduced fields. The impulsive nature of the charge injection can be

seen more clearly when plotted as SQ demonstrating that this feature increases in size

with E/p; this can be linked with the ultimate size of the streamer system. It would not

seem unreasonable that the charge injection from the cathode should increase as the

number and size of the streamers arriving there increases.

4.1.3b Conduction Current Perturbation

Simultaneously with the large spike in the displacement current record a small

perturbation (Fig.4.7) is sometimes seen in the conduction current record. Quite what

this represents is an open question, but it is certainly much smaller than it would be if

the current pulse responsible for the displacement current feature were located at the

needle-end and must have some other explanation.

One possibility is that the theoretical analysis presented in section 3 is not

perfe-tly followed by the practical, real, electrode arrangement. Some induced current

could be being picked up by the needle from charges located at the cathode; for example,

if Ec* were not zero everywhere far from the needle. However, even if there were any

such contribution, it would at least be continuous with the position of the space-charge,

and not vary rapidly far from the point. Therefore the perturbation would have the same

shape as the displacement current record, which in fact tails off by far the more slowly

of the two. This feature, furthermore, would always be present whenever the streamers
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cross the gap, although in fact it is not always seen, ruling out this particular possibility.

The alternative is that an enhanced field, associated with a potential redistri-

bution brought about by a return wave, causes the electrons in the channel base to speed

up, resulting in a slightly increased conduction current. Though since the perturbation

occurs simultaneously with the peak in id (or rather within the 16ns sample window), this

implies a propagation velocity in excess of 1Jtvim/s, compared with a value of ~10tmr/s

reported by Marode (1975s) for the speed of the wave during the compensation phase.

This velocity is -100 times that observed by Suzuki )1971) so it seems there is some con-

siderable disagreement regarding the speed of ionizing waves. The wave observed by

Marode occurred under the same circumstances as the perturbation discussed here, and

so is perhaps the better value for comparison. Thus it seems reasonable to identify this

perturbation with the arrival of a return wave - as concluded by Marode.

4.1.4 Attachment Frequency

Once an entire channel has been created, no further increase in electron charge

O is expected (unless of course some other electron detaching process occurs). Fitting

an exponential curve to the later portion of the Qg record gives very close agreement,

showing that the charge residing on the channel is progressively attached. Attempts to

fit exponentials to streamers which do not cross the gap must be treated with caution,

for the channel may still be extending although electron density is declining (see e.g. the

model in section 3.5.6). The result (e.g. Fig.4.5i shows the result of such a calculation)

may indeed be exponential, but does it represent only attachm ent? The decay of Q cang

only be considered to be attachment after cathode impact, so (e.g.) in Fig.4.5ii the

calculation of the attachment frequency based on a fit between the two cursor positions

does satisfy the assumption that 50=0. This topic will be discussed in the next section.

The attachment algorithm is described in the appendix.
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4.1.5 Low Pressure Specifically

The results at low pressure are very interesting. Clearly they are of some

importance for the questions this work addresses, for a thundercloud may exist in a low

pressure regime.

Fig.4.8 shows a low pressure streamer record. It is completely different fro those

at high pressure, and one could be forgiven for thinking it to be some new kind of event

and not a streamer at all.

IV/p for two-body attachment and 7/p 2 for three-body attachment depend only on

E/p. As the pressure is reduced, the attadrnent coefficient is predicted to fall, and this

is indeed observed to happen. This appears to be the principal effect on the discharge of

reducing pressure and is expressed in a number of ways.

4 .1.5a Induced Current

The conduction current is due to the electrons produced in the streamer active

region drifting along the channel and arriving at the point. The magnitude of the con-

duction current will thus depend on the number of electrons "added" to the channel, A(x)

(section 3.5.5), and upon the attachment coefficient. In this case, the reduced

attachment allows more electrons to survive to the point, enhancing the conduction

current. Now it is inevitably true that the electron current will also be enhanced by re-

duced attachment, but for a charge at the base of the channel, Ec*>> Ee* and the

increase in ic due to enhanced current in the channel base will be much greater than the

corresponding increase in i . The displacement current, essentially a combination of ic

and ie, will hence be more positive than at higher pressure. This generally explains the

novel shape of the id records at low attachment rate (pressures).

This can be characterized by plotting the ratio of the positive peak in the dis-

placement current to the negative peak in the displacement current against pressure

(Fig.4.9). The correlation is comnplicated by the difference in streamer arrival times

since the velocity is also a function of the pressure but the general trend is clear.
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4.1.5b Time-to-Peak

The balance of attachment and growth influences time-to-peak of the conduction

current as well. In fact, Fig.4.10, at extremely low pressure and high E/p, the peak in

the conduction current actually occurs after that in the displacement current! This can

be explained as follows:- Increased E/p would be expected to cause an enhanced stream

growth rate. At higher pressures this would be swamped by the high attachment, but re-

ducing the pressure (attadhent) allows more of this increase to survive as far as the

needle. The point where attachment dominates over growth occurs later and later in the

discharge, ultimately (as observed) producing a time-to-peak longer than the streamer

transit time. This process is represented by Eq.3.15; the relationship between the time

to peak and the growth rate is discussed later.

4.1.5c S-like Event

There is evidence (Fig.4.10) for a process somewhat similar to the S-process des-

cribed by Marode (1975a): A short almost vertical rise in the conduction current is

observed to occur simultaneously with the burst of current already associated with the

arrival of the streamers at the cathode (section 3.4). This is occasionally present in

measurements of this kind, where the peak in ic occurs after the streamer transit. But

the similarity is not perfect. In Marode's experiment, the I - event produces the highest

conduction current in the discharge, whereas in the present extreme case the conduction

current continues rising. This bears on the debate surrounding the establishment of the

glow in the channel.

Marode argues that the $-event accompanies a potential redistribution along the

channel, the compensation phase. This is supposed to be due to the difference between

the cathode fall voltage and the streamer tip potential travelling down the channel as an

ionising, or return wave, after which a resistive phase is entered, where there is current

continuity along the entire channel. Marode's measurements.indeed support this view.

There cannot be current continuity in the present case, as (Fig.4.10) the current rises
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following the S -type event observed, as discussed below.

4.1.5d Current Continuity in the Compensation Phase?

Applying the analysis of section 3, the currents induced to the various electrodes

can be found if there is current continuity along an axial channel, for letting the current

everywhere be j, one can write for the displacement current:

0 re N (Eq.4.1)

And thus it seems, from a fundamental analysis of the induced currents, that for a

single axial filament if the current is the same throughout the gap, then there would be

identically zero displacement current. The above analysis of course needs extending to a

branched streamer system. Considering a segment r : rl<r<r 2 containing m channels of

current Jk where there is continuity of current (Jk= 3), if one notes that the first term

in the integral in Eq. 4.1 does not depend on the radial position in the gap (r is an axial

coordinate!), and that the f(r) term will only have an appreciable value near the point

where there will be a single discharge channel (and hence the radial variation in f(r) can

also be ignored), the displacement curent Sid* for the segment involved can be written:

S0_ " _ (Eq.4.2)

With r #O, this evaluates to,7* 5jk:AjVand (. . for r1=0. So it can be

seen that for the whole discharge, the incrementsid* add up to (d-n)J/d, which nicely

cancels the -(d-n)3/d term from the needle-end (r 1=0). Thus it follows that if there is

current continuity, there will be no displacement current whatsoever.

In all the events recorded, there is always appreciable displacement current well

after the streamers reach the cathode, and any return wave has long since decayed

away. Therefore it can be inferred that current continuity is NOT established along the

channel, conflicting with the observations by Marode in small discharges.

So this S-like event does not establish current continuity along the channel as in
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Marode's work, bt it does coincide with the cathode impact. A return wave has already

been associated with the perturbation in the conduction current (section 4.1.3b). It

seems reasonable to argue that this S-like event is also a return wave, but that the re-

latively steep rise at these low pressures and high reduced fields is probably due to the

greater conductivity of the channel in this case.

4.1.5e Attachment Rate

There is a tendency at low pressure and high E/p to exhibit a slight drop in attach-

ment frequency from the initial value, evident in Fig.4.9, which is exaggerated at higher

reduced field and lower pressures (Fig 4.11). It is suggested that the appropriate value of

the attachment frequency is the later one, (a) because it is constant for much more of

the record than in the very first portion (except in very extreme conditions) and (b)

because the charge generation is more likely to be zero in the later portion of the curve.

A possible explanation for the decay in attachment frequency in the early stages

of the discharge is that it has been found from the reduction of 0 . In the early stages,

particularly at low pressure where the conduction current is appreciable for longer on

account of the reduced attachment rate, there will be an additional reduction in 0 g due

to the physical removal of charge from the channel. So 0 will drop a little more rapidly

at the start of the decay of the channel, over and above that expected from the attach-

ment observed later on. An extreme example of this process is shown in Fig.4.12.

Throughout this study, the attachment rate has been found by using a simple least-

squares-fit to the 0 data. In all but the most extreme conditions this is entirely reason-

able, for the maximum charge extracted from the base of the channel beween samples

might be --320pC with a 16ns sample time and 20mA peak conduction current. The cor-

responding value of 0 g can be as high as 8OOnC, though something more like 50nC is

more typical, and might decay at typically 3MHz in 16np-*2.3nC. So except at parti-

cularly low attachment rates, where the conduction current persists for a very long time

and 0 decays by less in a sample interval due to this attachment, no difficulty is ex-
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pected to arise from the loss of charge from the channel base and the least-squares-fit

method is satisfactory.

Many different streamer current profiles are seen, depending on the field,

pressure and propagation distance. But it can be seen from the foregoing that the

general features of all of them are similar. The variation in the shape of the individual

curves is largely due to the different attachment rates and transit times.

4.1.6 Growth Frequency

The first thing one notices about the 0 records is the amount of noise. The

reason for this is that in calculating 0 comparison is made between adjacent samples of

G, itself produced from adding "simultaneous" samples of ic and d The scatter in SQ

therefore represents sampling error.

Fig.4.5 shows a sequence of 0G and So records as the streamers first of all just

cross the gap and then grow successively more and more strongly. The growth of a large

and extremely narrow spike in SG is very satisfying evidence that the charge injection

from the cathode has been very successfully separated from the background of the free

charge remaining on the channel.

The general behaviour of 0 from the simple model outlined in section 3.5.6 is

clearly shown in this sequence, and shows up in So also. The sub-stability field

streamers die all the way to the cathode and this shows up as a reducing S Q.

Likewise SQ rises for growing systems. These curves are found by using the attachment

frequency calculated in the decaying channel. In this case the loss of charge from the

base of the channel has been explicitly taken into account as is plain if the defining

equation for JG is recalled:

4, (3.14)
to

Thus the difficulty raised above with the attachment rate at low pressure has been

overcome. In this case the correction matters, for in the early portion of the discharge
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there is more conduction current than later on when the attachment is found.

The synchronizational error responsible for a single narrow negative spike at the

outset of the Q0g record seems to the SQ algorithm to be a sudden injection of charge,

followed by a sudden removal of charge. The result is that there is a large negative and

then positive spike in SO. A positive spike in Q g will produce a positive and then a

negative spike in SQ. These correspond to the single spike in 0g which was an artefact,

and (again) are ignored.

Finally, one notes the slight tendency for SO to edge above the axis right after

the streamer transit (Fig.4.13). This is due to the attachment frequency falling slightly

from its value immediately after impact with the cathode. As discussed above, this drop

is due to residual conduction current making the attadchent seem greater early on. The

value of the attachment frequency used in calculating SQ is lower than the actual value

just after cathode impact. There will be more charge removed from the channel than

predicted using the lower attachment coefficient. Since So is thought to be zero in this

region, using Eq. 3.14 to find SQ will result in a positive value.

The amount of information represented by the So curves, information further-

more directly related to the growth of the streamer, and corrected for the removal of

charge from the base of the channel; such as the initial decay, take-off of growth or

decay depending on the external field, and charge injection from the cathode, shows that

of the available quantities, this best represents the growth of the streamer.

4.2 Pre-breakdown Corona Modes

As the breakdown field is approached, new corona modes are observed normally

involving a change in the observed current. These phenomena have the appearance of

choked-off breakdown processes.

There are a number of difterent prebreakdown modes; the corona can exist in

distinct states, which can be stable over periods of minutes, or can switch intermittently

from one state to the other every few seconds or so. In an attempt to elucidate the dif-
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ferent conditions under which the various modes were exhibited, a case study was made

of the 500torr behaviour and this is presented in section 5.

The general form of the various modes is discussed here. It should be remembered

that the discharge current growth is limited by the series resistor.

4.2.1 Terminology

Since some of the mode parameters are peculiar to the present electrode geo-

metry some definitions may prove useful. The classic streamer discussed above is called

primary streamer to make plain that this is the usual mode observed (at low reduced

field). Secondary streamers as identified by Marode (1975), Hudson & Loeb (1961), etc.

are not studied in this section - they properly belong to a discussion of classic streamer

development. All the prebreakdown modes involve an increase in the gap current.

Mode i: This has been termed "second corona" and has a large conduction current event

growing out of the primary streamer (before the channel has quite decayed).

Mode ii: Called a "delayed second corona" as it has some features in common with Mode

(i). As might be expected, there is a distinct period between the primary and the delayed

second corona where no current growth occurs.

Mode iii: Called '"multiple second corona" or the '"multiple" or "high-frequency" mode

since this represents the main characteristic of this mode; it is basically several events

of type (ii) in rapid succession. Fig. 4.14 summarizes the differences between the various

types.

4.2.2 Mode (i): Second Corona

As the field increases, the first new phenomenon observed following the return

wave involves a discontinuous jump in the conduction rurrent (Fig. 4.15). This always

occurs something like 50 to lOOns after the streamer transit, and cannot therefore be

simply a large return wave (see for example Fig.4.15) where a perturbation in the con-
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duction current, coinciding with the return wave proper, can clearly be seen 80ns before

ti-e regeneration of the channel).

4.2.2.a Regeneration of the Channel

The second corona current is large, compared with that of the primary streaner.

The first feature of interest in the second corona is that the current undergoes a large

and fast regeneration.

Meanwhile the electron current, ie which was dropping away very rapidly before

this regeneration of the channel shows a tiny increase by comparison. Since both ic and

id are changing very rapidly, and in opposite directions, even this feature is probably a

synchronization artefact.

The displacement current shows a positive excursion simultaneous with the re-

generation of the conduction current; as discussed in section 3, this shows unambiguously

that this event is confined to the region of the needle-end. Furthermore if such a large

ic record can be obtained, with little or no corresponding signal in ie, then the spatial

extent of f(r) must be quite small indeed, confirming the position taken in section 3.

4.2.2.b Appearance of the second corona

Visual observations of the discharge, when the current records exhibit this

feature, show it to contain a single bright channel, in the lower portion of the gap, ex-

tending from the point. This regeneration of the channel base clearly represents the

early phase of a regeneration of the whole of a single filament in the lower channel (see

below under "growth of second corona", section 4.2.2.e)

Gualitative observations suggest that, like return waves, this phenomenon also is

more readily expressed at lower pressures. At higher pressures the channel can never-

theless be regenerated, but with lower probability.
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4.2.2.c Attactment rate/heating from the discharge?

It can readily be seen from the Qg curves of such an event that the attachment

frequency is lower than before; the slope of the curve is considerably shallower after the

second event. Owing to the possibility that the channel has been heated, and therefore

that the electron drift velocity (because of the change in pressure) is undefined, the new

attachment coefficient cannot be determined from the attachment frequency. Using the

old attadment frequency to calculate 80 leads to a negative displacement of the second

portion of the curve. The old attachment frequency implies a net negative in-jection of

charge - a consequence of the lower real attachment frequency. This feature is shown

unambiguously by the low pressure event in Fig. 4.16.

4.2.2.d Detachment or ionization?

A question to be addressed is whether or not this very rapid growth in electron

density is associated with a new ionizing regime, or with some process whereby electrons

detach from pre-existing negative ions.

Ionization and detachment both lead to an increase in the electron charge. The

distinction between the two is rather more subtle, the electrons have been removed from

different species and thus the energetics and dependence on gas composition or ionic

state become important: detadnent from negative ions may proceed by a larger

number of routes than the ionization of neutrals, and requires less energy (Elliason &

Kogelshatz, 1986).

Neverthless, the peak in the conduction current associated with the regeneration

of the channel base is larger than the initial conduction current peak. This difference in

size can at times be exceptionally large (see e.g. Fig.4.18) and it seems unlikely that

detachment from the negative ions created during the transit of the primary streamer

can account for all the electrons freed in the second corona. Hence some fresh

ionization must occur to provide the balance of the electrons.

Finally the comparison with secondary streamers must be ruled out categorically;
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secondary streamers are entirely a decaying current regime. Spectroscopic evidence

(Hartmann, 1974) shows the electron energy is too low for there to be any ionization in

the secondary streamer. This feature is associated with a decaying channel from the

primary streamer and would always follow primary streamers which crossed the gap. The

second corona is not always produced and is an increasing current regime, and cannot,

again, be a secondary streamer.

4.2.2.e Growth of Regenerated Channel

After the initial rapid regeneration, confined to the base of the channel ie then

begins to increase, though more slowly, producing a broad peak in the ie record

(Fig.4.15). There is often a time delay of some ns be, re this occurs and further attach-

ment in the body of the gap reduces ie in the interim. The attactrnent frequency during

this period does decrease slightly as can be seen in Fig.4.15 by comparing the decay

curve before and after the small perturbation (which in this case is probably an artefact

as discussed in section 4.2.2.a)

This broad peak in i e, unrepresented in ic, shows (section 3.4) that the ionization/

detachment processes are occurring beyond the point region and by implication suggests

that a new ionizing/detaching regime is developing probably along the single bright

channel observed visually. Other evidence for a growing channel is the width of the

second corona conduction current pulse. If the current were all confined to the base of

the channel - as it clearly is at the outset of this event since thre is no correspondingly

large electron current signal - then ic would contain only an impulsive signal - the elect-

rons would drift to the anode very quickly. In order to provide the electrons to sustain

the conduction current (observed in second corona records to last quite as long as

primary streamer conduction currents), there must be a channel growing from the point.

All this points to the spatial growth of the second corona event.

The delay between the inception of the second corona and the rise of the broad

peak in the electron current, already touched upon above, is a very interesting
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phenomenon. After the perturbation associated with the synchronizational error when

the second corona occurs, the attachment frequency can clearly be seen to reduce

slightly. Once the second corona has begun to propagate into the gap, its growth picks up

very strongly, indicating that some property of the gap is enhancing its growth. The view

advanced here is that the remaining electrons in the "old' channel are responsible. The

density of free electrons near the point will be low, as they are most effectively swept

out of the gap here. The electrons at the point will have been generated further out in

the gap as the time lag between first and second corona increases, and consequently will

be more heavily attached. The density immediately near the point will thus increase as

the second corona propagates out into the gap. This will explain the enhanced growth as

the second corona travels away from the point; the conductivity increases as the point is

left behind. The larger free electron density will mean that a streamer tip, for example,

will not need to produce secondary electrons, and will propagate very much more vigor-

ously than in a lower electron density.

No information on the speed of this phenomenon is available, as the distance it has

propagated is not known, and streak or photomultiplier techniques were not used. But

visual observations suggest that the length of the new channel could be about half the

gap length, occasionally more, and the current records show this occurs in times of about

j to j of a streamer transit time suggesting a speed about the same or slightly less than

a classic primary streamer.

4.2.2.f Explanation?

This raises the intriguing possibility that this is in fact a new streamer, forming

after a delay much shorter than the -1O01ps expected from observations of primary

streamers, and guided into a single channel by some mechanism. Certainly the regener-

ation responsible for it produces a conduction current pulse larger than seen from

primary streamers and once these electrons have been neutalized at the needle-end,

enough positive charge will be left to produce a streamer tip. Though how concentrated
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this is, is again left open.

The growth of the regenerated channel, and its propagation into the gap is so

similar to the features of primary streamers that this new corona mode has been termed

a "second corona", to distinguish it from a secondary streamer and to tentatively asso-

ciate it with "subsequent corona" in long point-plane gap impulse work. Certainly the se-

quence of events; (i) a burst of conduction current identified as being near the tip, (ii)

free electrons generated in the body of the gap and (iii) a continuing supply of electrons

to the point from the discharge; is strongly suggestive of at least an ionizing or detaching

event which propagates out into the gap.

As the field and gap length increases (section 5.3.3), successively larger

regenerations, or further coronae are seen (Fig. 4.17). This violent growth of

conductivity in the gap is strongly indicative of a stifled breakdown. This topic is

considered in more detail in section 6.

4.2.2.q Second Corona Reach Cathode?

An intersting feature remains to be discussed. Occasionally a small increase in ie

(QG) is seen (Fig.4.18) in the later stages of the propagation of the second corona. This is

not present in ic and so by analogy with primary streamers, can the second coronae

possibly have reached the cathode? This feature would then represent electron injection

from the cathode.

This is discounted for two reasons, firstly the feature is too small: charge

injection from the cathode due to the primary streamer arrival is much greater, and

secondly there is no sign of a return wave signature in the conduction current record, as

has already been shown to be present when the primary streamer reaches the cathode.

As discussed in section 3 this last feature, having no corresponding increase in the

conduction current record cannot be occurring anywhere near the needle-tip, nor as just

indicated is it identified with the arrival of the second corona streamers at the cathode

and so it is thought that it must be a further ionizing event started entirely in mid-gap.
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4.2.3 Mode (li): Delayed Second Corona

With a low trigger level only the first streamer mode was seen, but by turning up

the oscilloscope trigger, on a short time-base, higher current pulses could be observed,

suggesting a bi-modal distribution of corona. These pulses had conduction currents which

rose on timescales comparable with primary streamers, but were of larger amplitude.

The displacement current as a result was more positive-going and less negative-going

than its primary streamer counterpart.

Observations with longer timebase showed that rather than there being a bimodal

streamer distribution, the second corona (Fig-4.19) was occurring up to 5pis after the

primary streamer had comnpletely decayed. In cases where the second corona seemed to

be in isolation, it is inferred that the first corona had escaped the oscilloscope

"window". The delay variability is discussed below (section 5.3). The visual appearance

of the corona in this mode was exactly the same as for classic streamers, and contained

none of the bright channels observed in the more rapidly generated second coronae dis-

cussed above. The likelihood of observing this delayed second corona was very low com-

pared with that of observing the accompanying classical corona in isolation.

4.2.4 Mode (iii): Multiple second corona

The corona could switch into a third, high frequency mode, where not just a few,

but very corona pulse displayed multiple second corona-like pulses. This mode was

intermittent and could cut In and out irregularly. A typical current record is shown in

Fig. 4.20. The Intermittency suggests it is dependent on some gross parameter of the

gap, which can stabilize the mode - the discharge had to be running for a while before

this mode appeared. This irregularity made observation difficult though.

The visual appearance of the corona in this, third mode was different from that

observed when an isolated second corona pulse was present. It appeared exactly the

sane as normal corona, except now the whole discharge ws much brighter than usual.

Isolated trains of subsequent corona were observed right down to onset, though with low

probability (see case study, section 5.3). The high frequency mode is clearly just this
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phenomena occurring repetitively.

The difference in the appearance of the corona could possibly be attributed to the

second corona in this case, being started in an inactive channel. When the event causing

the inception of the second corona occurs in a channel with significant electron density,

perhaps there is a tendency to guide the corona along the highest current channel, where-

as if the channel has decayed so far that there is insignificant electron density, then

perhaps the guiding effect is less pronounced.

4.3 Breakdown

Experiments to determine the breakdown field were carried out, with the instru-

ments disconnected, and the charging resistor out of the circuit. Determining the break-

down field is not an easy measurement with a d.c. corona, for the high repetition rate

means that very low breakdown probabilities can be detected. Defining the lower limit is

virtually impossible. One breakdown in a five minute period was observed at 3.62kV/cn,

(6V/cm.torr at 600 torr) well below the usual level of about 7kV/an (or-9.2V/am.torr at

S.T.P).

The probability of second corona was also investigated and the results (Fig.4.21)

plotted along with the breakdown field. The suggestion is that the formation of second

corona would ultimately lead to breakdown, but is prevented from so doing by the series

resistor. This is certainly the picture at high pressure.

At lower pressures, a further, interesting observation is that the gap will not

break down even when second corona is observed, and the resistor is out of the circuit.

The explanation may lie in the availability of energy in the gap. To obtain a part-

icular reduced field does not require as high a voltage on the cathode at lower pressures

as it does at higher pressures. So the stored energy in the gap is less at lower pressure.

Since a breakdown event is faster than the 10ns or so required for the recharging of the

gap capacitance then the principal source of energy for the breakdown is the stored

energy in this capacitance. At very low pressures not enough energy is present at re-
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duced field otherwise capable of producing breakdown in the absence of an energy limit.

4.3.1 Energy Limit

In the event shown in Fig. 4.16 (0418.3), the total charge drawn by the external

circuit, fiedt + n/dficdt, is -23.6nC, compared with -10nC stored on the gap capaci-

tance at this field. This amounts to something like a 20% drop in applied field and is sig-

nificant enough to explain the failure of the gap to breakdown. Note though that this is

not Gg, which may be a good deal higher than this figure before the applied field begins

to drop, depending on Jicdt.

4.4 Summary

The first section was devoted to classic corona, corresponding in general with the

description to be found in the literature of "positive corona streamers". The general

features of current observations of these are discussed, in the light of the induced

current analysis developed in section 3. The wide variability of the appearance of the

streamer currents as the field, pressure and propagation length are varied, is shown to be

mainly due to the same phencrnena, differences being due to changes in the attachrnent

frequency and transit time.

Thereafter, it was found that as the reduced field increases, different corona

modes are seen. Indicative of further current growth occurring after the primary

streamer channel has begun to decay these phenomena are associated with pre-

breakdown. Close analysis of the induced currents (again following section 3), shows the

mode occurring at the highest field to be due to a streamer-like event, born at the needle

and subsequently propagating out into the gap. Visually this mode (mode i)) is associated

with the presence in the discharge of discrete bright channels, which are not present at

lower reduced fields. This mode appears to depend upon the electron density in the

channel. The major difference beween it and the lower reduced field modes (ii and iii)
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with longer inception tines, is tht in the latter case the channel has almost decayed

before inception.

Breakdown measurerents with the high voltage charging resistor either in or out

of the circuit (BickneU & Sheltzin, 1985) show that the breakdown is being choked-off by

the shortage of energy in the observations just described; the gap would usually

breakdown if the resistor were not present.

The next section considers in detail the way in which parameters characterizing

the classic discharge are affected by the anbient conditions and particularly by the prop-

agation length. A case study has been made of the many different corona modes in the

pre-breakdown regime, to try and elucidate their dependence on these same parameters.
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• ection 5: Experinental Results

Introcduction

In this section the hulk of the dato obtained is presented in graphical forn. The

considered parameters include peak conduction current, streamer velocity, attachment

frequency, maximum free charge, electron injection from the cathode and attachment

frequency (coefficient. An interactive con puter program was used to analysc the date

(AppendixA which was stored in a data base reproduced in Appendix 5. The data refers

to vhat are temed here "classic streamers" or those streaners Generated hetv.evn onset

and breakdown. As breakdown is approached the streaner behnviour becom esn ore com -

plex and this behaviour is considered as a separate iteni at thr end of the section. \'here

appropriate sor, e discussion is presented but more detailed discussion is reserved for sub-

sequent sections as indicated.

5.1 Treatment of Cata

In most cases, four corona events \ ere analysed for each set of experimental con-

ditions; gap length, pressure and field. For consistency, dry air v'as used throughout. For

some combinations of parameters, 10 or more events v.ere analysed. In some cases, not

all events recorded could be analysed fully and only some of the derived quantities are

available. For example, while all streamers have a velocity, this cannot be measured by

time-of-flight for those which do nut cross the gap. As a result there is no velocity data

for certain ranges of parameters. Because the reduced onset field increases v..ith falling

pressure, for certain fields at low pressure there was no corona whatever, and again no

parameters are available.

Where a discrete value is obtained, (i.e. all parameters except attachment and

growth frequencies, then the mean and standard deviation of the measurements were

plotted.

In the case of the attachment and growth frequencies, being obtained fron a
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leaSt -s(qUares tnclni quoe, ani error Ir COUIlo lic obtio eC. for each exp(-iri-enta I print, ),.

Plotting these- inilvi:kz cni at sureo' cts, since the rougje of e xpvrifi nrit~l tnrrurs w V.Wr

ancd the values not ai little scattered!, gives a confusing picture. encu ; weighted en

of the means ind stU~n(ard deviations of the ray,- derived results are p~utted, vhere t!he

weight is the reciproczil of the fractional error of the point, v. =/f.The, rimns ind

standard deviations then become:

.2 W4(5.1

The effect of this w.eighting is to emphasize the measurements having the

smiallest error, v~ithout actually elimnfatineg any one point. A. J since the m-ean of the

individual errors is used, O represents the range of the uliaervations, not the error of the

mean, as for the other (discrete) data. W/here the points are so close together that the

error bars cake the graphs confusing, only the points are plotted. W~hen this is

necessary, the spread of the data is generally wider than the accuracy of any orie par-

ticular nmieasurement ant! hence the underlying variability is not affected; it is, en the

contrary, highlighted.

5.2 Classic Streamers

5.2.1 Conduction Current

rig.5.l reports the variation of peak conduction -Urrents vith F/p, pressure and'

propagatin length. Cata belby. 400 torr are not plotted, as the S-event disrupts the

Mneasuremient.

The data tend to a limiting value after the stability field is atti iced, e cf'pt tha
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obtained at 5.3tym, which may not have levelled off at the reduced fields studier'. Within

it must he stressed an extremely large experimental spread and at !100 torr and ahove,

the limiting value appears not to depend on pressure, but en the prpagation length.

Fig.5.2 shows a plot of the limiting value of the conduction current peak argainst

propagation length, d. It shows a nniinum at somewhere around 15 to 16 aos. Though is

must be observed that the range of currents of between B and 2tkmA is not wide, digital

sampling error could contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the maximum value of

ic measured, and the large error involved may mean that the rise in i c(nax) at higher

may not be significant. The increase in the limit at low d though, is too steep to he

ignored.

,larode (1975a) reports a typical streamer current maxima of around 50MA or so,

for prebreakdown point-plane systems 1cm or so in extent. Though the influence of

vibrational states may be invoked to explain some of this increase (from enhanced ion-

ization, or other mechanisms), the magnitude of the increase does in general confirm the

trend to higher maxima at lower gap length.

The difference cormpared with the point-plane work of '. arode is particularly

interesting, since in point-plane work it is considered that the corona current is de-

pendent on the potential of the tip, rather than the average field. So it night be argued

that the three electrode system used is sufficiently similar to point-plane georT etry that

the actual voltage on the needle is crucial. The gap in the present study is "inverted"

with the voltage applied to the cathode, but nevertheless the voltage difference to estab-

lish a particular field will increase with the separation of the electrodes. Analogy with

point-plane geometry would imply a uniformly increasing streamer current at the same

field as the gap length goes up. The distinct fall in current as distance increases very

clearly shows this analogy to be groundless. (It can also be argued that at a given !p

and d the voltage point above the cathode voltage must drop as the pressure crops, to

maintain C/p. This would imply a lower value of i c(rnax) using the analog), with point-

plane findings - again this is not seen in the Figure.)
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The topic of the conduction current (i10 xirnLIin is taken up in th " (isct.rsitn, wr

while the lv,, gap lejtl, ami of the curve (Fi .5.2' ri ight he expliruale ,s i ,jenr11etric

factor, the possibility that it can subsequently increase v.ith distance cannot he explained

by supposing residual current to reach the point from the rest of the enlarg;ed streamer

system, for the peak occurs in some 100 to 2COns at most. Electron drift speeds of even

50km/s mean that at most the first cm of channel only can be responsible for deter-

mining the peak in iC. Thus the suggestion of a variability v.ith length over and above the

first few cm is quite extraordinary.

5.2.2 Streamer Velocities

Fig.5.3 shows plots of streamer velocities against E/i:, for various propagation

lengths and pressures, found by time-of-flight. With the exception of the 5.3cn, dati, all

the 600 torr velocities lie on the same curve. At 500 torr, the stody is the sane, except

that the tendency to lower streamer velocity at 5.3crs is also shown, though less

strongly, by the 10.3cm data.

Fig.5.4 shows a family of curves, each at a different value of /p, showing vs as a

function of pressure, for the 18.3cm data. There is a very interesting minimum at around

1400 torr, but only for an E/p of 8.5V/crm.torr; at lower L/p there is only a point of inflex-

tion here.

Streamer propagation velocity is an easily measured but clearly very complex

parameter, and no satisfactory theory of streamer velocity exists. The rise in streamer

velocity with reduced field is self-evident, for the electron drift velocity will be higher.

Explaining the minimum in velocity when plotted against pressure at a given reduced

field is not easy, but it nay be possible to show qualitatively how the niinimum comes

ahout by considering the time to create a secondary avalanche.

A particular property of this minimum is that it occurs only at high reduced

field. The curves might be considered to be a general reduction in strearrer velocity as

pressure increases, with an C/p-dependent enhancement which increases strongly with
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pressure above 500 torr.

5.2.3 Free Charge

To provide an easily defined parameter to characterize the stre imer grovith, tlie

naximum free electron charge, C (max) was measured. This parameter does not appear

to have been nmeasured in this way by any other investirjator and hence tne way it varies

is of interest.

The maximum in GC, however, is something of a hybrid, representing as it does the

free charge residing on the channel and from cathodic injectinn. It is no easy task to

separate the cathodic injection by sight from the background of the grrowing streamer

system, and so the easier-to-identify-paraneter, the maximun, was neasured. This is

something of a compromise, hut the unambigouous definition of the maximun, was pre-

ferred to the more subjective measurement which would have arisen frnm trying to de-

fine the separation point between the growth in Qg and the charge injection from the

cathode. Anyway, the charge injection can, in principle, be more satisfactorily measured

from the size of the narrow spike in the SC records. 'see below section 5.2.4).

Fig.5.5 shows the variation of Gg(max) as a function of E/p at various propagation

lengths and pressures. In the figure it can be seen that after the stability field is passed

the gap charge rises exponentially through a decade for an O.IV/cm.torr increase in

F/p. [xcept for the 5.3au data this seems to be independent of propagation length: all

the data lie roughly on the same curve. This shows the strong increase in charge once

the system begins growing.

Beyond 5V/cn-,.torr the data separates and a strong propagation distance depen-

dence sets in, with weaker growth as a function of F/p. Feplotting the data as a function

of propagation length results in an (almost) exponential increase in C with distance

(Fig.5.6). The strong growth of 0 (max) with distance would suggest either that the

charge on the channel, 0 g, is considerably larger than that injected from the cathode, or

else that the charge injected from the cathode is proportional to 0g0r This might he
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accounted for as follov. s.

5.2.3.n Tip/Chainnel Chare ratio

R~edefining tie cooriate fran e suLnbti tfat the end of th e strearner is at y7U

(Fig.5.7X) and considCririg the electrode to he an infinite distance away (i.e. that all

electrons attach before reaching the. anoce, the ch~annel function,;(y) can be written:

q,=fA(Y)epF7(y-Y')Jdy "Yi-~ 52

0 0

which can easily he evaluated for a particular fern of A )'. This .'zhl hold fur a branched

streamer systen,, as well as for a single chbnnel; for consic'ering a horizontal slat' thrrugh

the d ischarge, and takingj the idea Ii ed viev. of th-e per-unit-field distrihe(tion nut lined' ir

section 3 the induced Current is just that from~ adding the currents induced! froon the in-

dividual filaments. CG is just the total charge in all those filameonts and the attachment

will always be proportional to it. The growth vwill depend on the size of the individual

streamer tips, Lut this will affect the situation by changing the gjrowth function A(y,

which is what one hopes to measure - hence there is no need to b~uild into A(y) the in-

fluence of the tip potential distribution.

The principle question, is we.hether this integral will jive a result proportional to

A(y=O), that is to the size of the tip. Assuming the charge injection froom the cathode to

depend at least on the size of the tip also, the mna-inurn in C, evaluated at sane part-

icular reduced field v. ouuld then he proportional to the total streamer tip charge even

taking the channel in to account. W.ith a constant growth rate, A'Y), this evaluates

toA/ P (writing PzTV/vs'. Vith an exponential grok tti rate, A~y)-Aexp rkd-y) (y is defined

backwards along the channel: AO,(--expYrK; \ vd~ here i s the, lencth of the channel.

This evaluates tn: f

A Urf -3)F 'r Y)A>
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t fsin g a p m v e r f u r C t io n i o t u s t r a c t a b le a rr ,hh rti , s ul,st i bL ir A ' .4' = .irj- , 'I

into Eq.5.2 'x c-)', as a;,reve) and integrating by parts vie!s:

r 
0

0

V. ri t inu y U (- - 0- -Vt)y~n ( )

the above uives the recurrerce relation:

LJn .' ' Y:C,,, the size of the strean.er tip charge, theri tis irpFlies Una((P .,en ri

Eq. 5.4 is irconsistent .,ith this even for n=l, as then U = - - In SI units

typical values are: d-O.Im and f3.20in-.(1-V/Vs'5 CP.9, an( so these terms are uf near1%

equal size. U1 is not even epproxinately Oc d, as would be required if the tip charge

were to be proportional to the channel charge.

So the WnaxiMun gap charge and the system size prior to impact will be propor-

tional if a constant, or an exponential growth is assumed, but not if a power-law is used

for the streamer function, A(y). The almost exponential growth in C 9(nax. with distance

suggests an exponential growth function, Aly) as the tv,o \,ould then Le self-consistent.

This analysis depends on the channel having decayed to zero free charge at its base by

the time the cathode is reached. This is clearly not the case for the 5.3cser systems

studied see e.g. Fig.5.5', and so this analysis brenks dovwn t 5.3cm. This will e\plain the

fact that the 5.3 data do not coincide with the rest at fields slightly above stability field

and will also explain the apparently steeper growth of the spatial Q (max, curves

(Fig.5.6) in the early stages.

The almost exponential spatial growth ,Fig.5.6) underscores the difference be-

tween point-plane and Mfem; field corona. In this study, the streaner growth seerrs to
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te exponential with distance, io.pl\ing for constant \,elocit , a grnv, th rate prcporticral

to the s)stefl size. This cnn be cfxipred for exam.ple with the calculated tip ;ize oh-

tained hy CIlinmberti (1972c, (Firj.5." ,vihich rises and then falls in the highly non-

unifonT, rod-plane field.

5.2.4 Charge Injection

The charge injected hy secondary processes when the streamer reaches the cath-

ode results, as discussed above, in a large, narrow spike in the curves. This appears to

be a well-defined parameter and its size has been mesured. Put a slight warning ought

to be attached to this data, the records are digital and the peak in SC is very narrov, - a

few saniples. So whilst it is fair to say that only one experimental parameter (i dI is

varying at all rapidly when 90 is found, the error in the maximum nay still be fairly

large.

Fig.5.10 shows the variation of this parameter with pressure, E/p and propagation

length. The behaviour of is broadly similar to that of Cgy though this similarity really

shows how strongly both depend on the system growth. The magnitude of the charge in-

jection rate is very high, anps, but of a short duration, ,10's of ns. A I amp pulse of

current lasting (:ypically) 32 to 48nS will inject 32 to 4CnC of negative charge into the

gap.

Even IC streamer tips will have a total charge of perhaps InC (10-1 cou. each).

Thus it can be seen that the ,lpctron injection of sCXTIC,-50nC from the cathode is very

efficient by comparison with the streamer active region. This is not very surprising if it

is considered that the ionization potential of oxygen is-M6eV, compared with a work

function of *.4.2eV for aluminium, and that the collision frequency for production of a

photo-electron from the cathode is many orders of magritude higher than that for ion-

ization of a gas molecule.

In fact, the removal of electrons fror the base of the channel will result in a net

positive charge on the channel, and integrating the conduction current yields a value
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of ,-20 to 30(C at most for the condi l'tion charre. The t, rc 'ic'r of electrorls frr: th

cathodrf then results in a chr we froi a net positive to a, not ,e,,aline erce on the

channel.

In summary, the charge in the streamer active recjior n a) hc a little blov; -. nC,

hut results in-SOnC being injected fron thi cathode due to the greater photo-

efficiency. The free charge in the gap, C 'i , is -500 to l000nC in extreme cases hut the

ret positive charge on the channel is only -20 to 30nC at n,ost, and the injection frorn

the cathode reverses tie polarity of this net charge. The charge injection firom the

cathode is so small by comfpqarison with CG that the value of C CJ 'pnax) will be but little

altered by this. This explains the difficulty observinL; the inlect'or of charge from Cg

records except at low E/p.

5.2.5. Attachment Frequenc

An exponential fit routine was used to analyse the C'9 data. The end-points could

be varie c in real-time, and a fit obtained over any desired portion of the record.

V.hether the data actually follows an expooential fon-., is in ,naterial to the fit routine,

which happily calculates a decay or growth frequency for the data selected. The routine,

though, does find an accuracy figure, following the method outlined by Darford (167).

The appropriateness of the calculated values, thereforc, depends to no small aoount on

the portion of the curve selected, but is represented by the calculated error.

The selection of dato is important because the derivation of the attachment fre-

quency requires there to he no generation of free charge in the gap and that the electron

drift speed be known. The data, plotted in Fig. 5.1, were not calculated after any

secondary phenomena (like regenerations), for the possible channel heating might affect

the local pressure, and hence the electron drift speed. At In.., pressure, where there is

apparently a marked drop in attachment early in the mature stage of the discharge re-

sulting from significant removal of charge from the gap at te needle-end, the end por-

tion of the QG record, where the conduction current has nost fully deca)ed, is prcferred
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for the calculation of attacn-ent frequency. In c,se~s ,.h rtke channel viab regener-

ated this is not possible, for a secondary proccss has intervenec, hut these data night he

intercoTiparable and so have been included. The attachmu.ent frequency sought is a lower

bound on the low pressure values.

In general, the calculation v.as extended to as much of the discharge as possible

whilst maintaining a satisfactory fit. The selection of the portion of the decay for the

fit was not normally a problem since usually the decay in Co w, s satisfactorily exponen-

tial over the whole of the record.

The low E/p d:ata at 600 torr warrant discussion. Approaching the stability field,

it would seen, that the attachment rate falls steeply as the reduced field approaches this

value, at which the attachmient rises abruptly to a very high level. The key is that this

occurs at the stability field - at which the channel is only just sustaining itself and so

below this decay of C sets in before the channel is dead. The jeneration of charge is

not zero and a true attachment rate is not found. This data has been included in the

figure to illustrate this process.

The data have been converted from attachment frequencies into attachment co-

efficients as this is still the more widely used parameter. Further, the reduced attach-

mrent coefficient is plotted, for this removes the inverse pressure dependence resulting

from the greater neon free path. If a purely two-body attachment process operates,

then all the curves should coincide if J/p is plotted against E/p.

This is almost the case, as it can be seen from Fig.5.11 that J/p is only lower at

greatly reduced pressure. It would seem that no clear distinction can be made from this

data as to the nature of the attachment process; it clearly involves mainly two body pro-

cesses but is not exclusively so.

The range of attachment coefficients measured corresponds to those found by

other workers, as does the scatter of experimental points, Figure 5.] 2(a) showing a conn-

pilation of reduced attachment coefficient measurements is reproduced here, with the

range of observations covered by the scales in Fig.5.] 2 indicated by the small rectangle.
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The published data are evidently scarce, but the range of neasuren',ent is within the

range of measurement reported by other authors.

5.2.6 Charge Injection Rate

As discussed above (section 3), applying charge conservtion to the gap yields the

parameter SO, the charge generation, or injection rate. Since the data was very noisy

and almost any rapidly growing function could be used to characterize the data with

equally good (had) accuracy, for simplicity and eomputatinnal convenience the expo-

nential fit routine used to obtain the attac ment frequency was also used to find a

growth frequency,T', for the charge generation rate, defined fron. the equation:

5.5

This may prove to have been an unfortunate choice, considering the remarks in

section 6.1 concerning the unsuitability of an exponential for the streamer growth. The

alternative: a polynomial, contains a great many degrees of freedom and considerable

thought must go into deciding the form of equation to use in the fitting routine, if mean-

ingful results are required. As a first attempt at characterizing the behaviour of this en-

tirely new parameter, 50, an exponential fit is on balance as adequate as any other.

Furthermore, it has the advantage of providing the instantaneous growth rate directly.

Since the charge generation rate depends on the size of the active region, the

growth frequency of this parameter also represents the temporal growth rate of the

streamer tip charges.

Plotting this very secondarily derived parameter (Fig.5.13) shows no clear trend

with pressure, or system size, but a broadly linear growth against c/p.

Considering the strong influence of pressure on streamer velocity and streamer

diffusion radius, it is by no means clear that the streamer growth will be independen~t of

pressure.
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.5.3 Pre-Preakdoy. r,: A case study

Turning frri:n straightforward, classic strean:ers to the various pre-l.reakdovwn

modes discussed in section 4, the data is fragricritary, and difficult to synthesize.

Accordingly, to try and clarify the relativity of the processes, a particular set of experi-

mental conditions was selected for closer study. All the 5010 torr data were selected for

the low onset field at this pressure means that low reduced field measurenments are avail-

able.

5.3.1 Low reduced field/multiple streamers

Fig. 5.]A shows a multiple streamer event, obtained at just above onset. The

current pulses are distinct; they do not run into each other. The repetition frequency is

much higher than is normal for streamers (usually kHz). Records of this character were

difficult to obtain as they are seldom observed at low field.

The displacement current record displays the tell-tale character of this type of

corona (Mode (ii),: as the discharge progresses the pulses have successively larger

positive-going peaks in the id record, the negative-going ones being successively

smaller. This, as discussed in section 3, indicates that the discharge is located progess-

ively closer to the needle-end. Visually though, the corona is similar to classic corona as

might be expected since the multiple node occurs with such a low probability. The

current records, furtherniore, are indisinguishable from those of the high frequency

modes (Mode (iii)), where the streamers are again visually similar but on the whole

brighter than classic streamers. Again, this is probably due to the probability of thp mul-

tiple streamer event being greater in this mode.

To try and characterize the tehaviour of this mode, a "dark-time" tdk was defined

(Fig.5.i5) in analogy with long gap impulse studies (e.g. Callini-erti, 1979). Either the

transit of the first streamer, or the negative peak in a subsequent corona is taken as the

start of the dark period, the end as the beginning of fr-sh current grovtwth. In Table 5.1

these dark tides, the positive and negative id peaks, the maximnum value uf C 9and the
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integral of the corresponding conduction current pulse are given, for all the corona of

this type observed at 50C torr.

The total nunber of pulses observed is small, but it beconles clear that for most

records, the second corona has a larger conduction charge (Cc fI cdt) than the first. The

dark time is less between the second and third, than between the first and second

coronae. Event number 87.9, however, has a smaller second corona conduction charge,

Qe' and has a longer dark time after it. An inverse relationship then appears to hold in

nearly all cases: other factors being constant, the dark time is reduced and the con-

duction charge increases as the discharge progresses.

In general,also, the electron charge, QG, decreases with each subsequent corona

event (the exceptions being events 85.10 and 418.0, which have the longest dark times,

during which it is possible that the cathode has recharged a little more, permitting a

stronger growth in the subsequent corona).

A further, interesting observation is that there is a "dark current" in the con-

duction current records, of hetveen 180 and 280pA (Fig.5.16), though this feature is not

always present. Not enough data exists to make out any clear trend.

5.3.2 High reduced field/Mode (i)

At higf er reduced field, the prebreakdown current records (Fig.5.17) look com-

pletely different. The second corona occurs much sooner than at lower E/p and may re-

peat on very short timescales. The events run into each other, rather than being distinct,

as observed at low field. And it will be recalled, the discharge is concentrated into a

single channel.

The same parameters as for the multiple mode are shown in Table 5.2. Defining a

second dark time, tdk 2' is difficult for this data, as the end of the second corona is dif-

ficult to make out. Looking at Table 5.2 one first notes that the dark time, tdki is on

the whole shorter than at the lower reduced field in Table 5.1. E'etwcen the lines of

Table 5.2 (excepting 764.3), the trend is the other way, the dark period increasing
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navanmitm of oftbqnaown mode 500pf low vcdcd fied

0 d V/P ldlIdl- tIx t2dk td2+ Id2- t~ t2dk Qc Q2c QIg Q~g
an V/cmkwx mA mA in Wn wA mA in us ,4 iC Ic Ic

85.10 16.4 5.37 1.953 3A473 1.M6 2.199 3.093 2.822 0.75 1.61 1.264 2.0)47 18.359 20.915
85.8 16.4 5.37 2.061 >-2.490 0.938 1.5= 11.743 1.443 1.069 - 1.394 4.82 16.77 14m72
85A6 16.4 5.37 1.861 2."0 0.947 1.114 9.89 1.613 0.891 1.114 1.A55 4.412 16.065 13.427
65.4 16.4 5.37 2M50 3.127 0.844 1.125 5.527 2.473 1.013 0.84 0.786 2-38 18.348 14.911
87.9 16.4 5.61 8W4O 16.575 0.919 1.761 2.606 5.61 0.65 4.875 3.297 1.735 82.573 31.83
8V. 16A4 5.61 3.631 6.245 0.750 &.188 12.102 2.90 0.938 2.245 >6.M8 32.60 29.9M

418.0 10.3 7.5 6.396 7.766 0.56 2.719 19.186 2.284 0.516 2.95 7.48 22.527 24.136

Table 5.1

p~fametcrxof orebrejkdowi no~des: 5O~n. h duced field

# d UP 
t
dI* 

1
d1- tIx t2dk ld2.Id2. t2x t2dk Qc c O S1 Q2j

an V/mkx mA m n i mA mA ]a in IC IC Ic Ic

764-3 5.3 8U 17.25 5.4 38 0 15 223 F.941 0.469 & 6742 4.029 17A696 5.72
764.2 5.3 8.0 18.213 9396 0.375 0.130 12.64 0.524 0.488 7.347 300 23.209 4.7W9
764.1 5.3 8.0 171 5.06 0.394 0.124 n220 0.96- 7.266 4.88 18.6U 6.07
764.0 5.3 8.0 18.26 7.721 0.38 0.131 14.806 1.122 7.024 6.619 21.946 S.80
346.2 183 8.5 14.M 120.895 13 0.24MW 50.90 _ WO 68 21386486.84 232.437
366. Bsi 8.5 14.213 130.49? W.15 3 1 18PW& .09 160 026 06113 7.50 14.625536-350167M26
418. 10.3 7.5 10.799 3IL749 0.50 M.113 15.246 33811 W.0 _ 4.93 13.78 106.452 47.92
41M. 10.3 7.5 10.214 29M 0.488 0.113 113916 3.40 0.458 4.52 13.06 82.3 44.943
419.2 10.3 8.39 103M 32.852 OA48 a)161 31.163 - - - 4.94 11.84 86.182 73A09
419.0 10.3 89 10.409 36A432 0.449 a.135 ".81 4.82 21.71 _96.051 96.747

Table S.2
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SlightIy vith iicreisint, reduce fi eldC. P ut this may 1. >.t iLfleCtiOfI of the fnl!v, i r,:

It was suggested in sectioi 5.3.! above that ai ir'verse relhtionsthp es ists Le..een

CI and tdk. In this case the conduction charges n ensure(' rcrease very roigh v,. ith F,'p

and this n',ay contribute to reversing the gross trend tov.Lird lower tdk at higher F/p

which, it rnust again be stressed, is large and unambiguous. The influence of rc is very

ruch a sucondary effect by comparison.

No clear influence of electron charge on dark-time is evident. One notes, hov.-

ever, that C is generall) reduced for each suhsequent corona, while ( increases. List-n c

ing the reference numbers of the records in order of increasing C and then in order of

increasio, t.k or' 7 gets 7(-, 4-19, 41C, 3602 for C and '418, 764, 419, 3(6' for

t . ie electron charge is a measure of the size of the streamer system and this lic, of

on) correlation with T indicates that the second corona inception is independent c)f P

scale of the streamer system.

In fact, the suggestion from all this data is that the gross r'Olendence of th e r.

tirre on the applied field arises hecause the n echanis-n responsii:le for the fnn,,l

the second corona is the drift of space-charge accur ulated near the eerk'le t.i,.

will clear faster in higher applied reduced Laplacian fields. This "Ise expl'ins

secondary trend toward lornjer dark time at higher conuction char ge ir, .

data set; there is more charge to clear from the point.

P'ut at low field, successive corona pulses occur ' '. .

size of the conduction charge. This is siggjestivc of t ec v.

states. Peing current dependent, the greater : st

conduction charijes will inrrease tt c f, t , r t- '

corona possible at r earlier stag e the :r ! t

The difference Letv e' P ", ls,_:

being much like a high rrenwrpc . ; ,: , ,

bright channel, ,xteriirr sc .. ,.f

channel ,,,hen the rrjPnerit-r ,
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that the channel is still active. The cffeit of this na te to ,uidr the sepeinf' cGronn

axially along the highest condurtivit) path; along tile ITain branch of the streamer

system, that is. That this channel is so very intense makes sense considering the exis-

tence of free electrons along it: when the streamer arrives at a point in the channel, it

does not have to generate secondary electrons, there are plenty there already. The

streamer Crowth would he that much more vigorous as a consequence.

A question remains: if the space charge can clear fromi the point in tine to pro-

duce corona only a few Vis after the primary streamer, why does this happen only occas-

ionally, the normal interstreamer time being of the order of ms? The suggestion is that

the decay by lateral diffusion, or whatever of the vibrational states decreases the effec-

tive ionization coefficient, to such a level lhat the space-charge has much further to

travel away from the point before ionization is again possible there.

It may also he argued that the streamer channel, if still active, may generate a

more efficient source of starter electrons for the discharge than would normally tie

available to an avalanche developing in virgin air (by photodetacnl tent, or by detach-

ment from negative ions which would otherwise diffuse away,. Hence sonte critical time

exists, beyond which second corona cannot form, and the usual ion clearing time . ms)

determines the corona frequency.

5.3.3 Crowth and N;agnitude of Second Corona

As already shown, the electron charge, Cg, is very strongly related to the scale of

the discharge. A question being addressed is how the discharge scale influences break-

down and streamer growth. Though no two measurements in this data set has been mac'e

at comparable reduced field, looking at the higher reduced field data reveals a very clear

trend.
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Takiri thec stucond corori; COfl!i:(-tr if Lin ry ezisure uf Ohe size of the

second carono, an-d cursicderinlg the inI'Iuer Ce of eiectrj)ri c! 'orge frn the first carua, it

seemis thre larger the electron chorg;e, '. (1 , tie larger the secone coronia cndectivn

charge, Cc2 I whate~er the reduced' fields. Lockin; A the cujrrent records viially con-

fimnis this general behaviour Tig.5. 12). Tie records in lamger tgaps arte, on the w~hole,

more energetic, the second corona grr.,ing, more vigjorotisly than in) shorter gaps. This is

a very distinct trend, and the influence of C-) 9is very large indeed, the second rnrna

[g

conduction charge can range between -5 and! 2flnC a a result of the, onhanced -(,, in

fact ranging fron, being larger or smaller than the first conduction charge as n result.

The trends in the data studied; sugg est that 'a, the scale of the Oisch,-rge Las little

influence on the secondl corona inception; (1)) the d ark tine hefore the second corona in-

ception is reduced as E/p increases, indicating that the clearing of the ions fron the

needle-tip region controls the second curona inception; (c' since a large cond~uction

charge can reduce the dark tinuc, it is suggested that vihrationai states createL in the

primary discharge vill increase the effective ionization coefficient, leading to quickeor

second corona inception. This is advanced as the controlling process - if no second

corona has been produced before the vibrational states diffuse Out of the channel rafter

3Ops), the ions have to clear in the usual rns time interval. Finally the difference be-

tv/een Mode Wi, and N'odes (ii) and (iii) is suggested to be due LO the channel still being

active for node (i). %Vith a non-zero residual free electron density in the channel, a

second streamer v.,nuld have a reservoir nf starter electrons, would grow more strongly

than usual and, furthem~ ore, would he guided down the old channel, producing a single

bright unhranched discharge.
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Section 6. Discussion

6.1 Propagation in uniform field

6.1.1 Conduction Current Characteristics

To explain the time-to-peak and peak value of the streamer conduction current is

a more interesting problem than it would at first seem. Differentiating Eq. 3.15 for the

conduction current yields:

-,O V 6) A(+ Eq.6.1

6.1.1.a Problems with an Exponential Model

YX
If A(x) is an exponential, A(x) = Be , dA(tV)/a (tV) = YA(tV), and solution of

Eq.6.1 to find the maximum of ic, requires thatr= . In other words, an exponentially

growing generation function A(x) would lead to the current surviving to reach the point

always either outstripping the attachment, or be overtaken by it, according to whetherl

is > or < j, respectively. This is apparently in conflict with the choice made earlier to

fit an exponential to the charge generation rate curves, 80 and suggests that the expo-

nential growth rate assumed throughout the discussion of SQ cannot be correct.

In fact the measured (assumed exponential) growth frequency of go is -5 to

10MHz, greater than the attachment frequency, on the whole. Consequently, run-away

growth in ic rnight be indicated. But note that (Eq.3.16), 80(t)=A(vst)va. The measured

values, P, of the growth frequency of EQ are obtained by fitting an exponential relation-

ship, A0(t)=Be (Eq. 5.5) to the data. Substituting in Eq. 3.16, and putting x=vst, yields:

A(), Eq.6.2

which corresponds with the assumed exponential growth in A(x): A(x)--Ae (section 5.5.6)
given thatA=B/v5 and Y='/v . Hence a, the (spatial) growth coefficient for A(x) (,

25m 1 ) is below the attacdment coefficients (1,*100m' 1 ) measured at the same time, and
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the tail of the conduction current will be predicted to be a strongly decaying current

regime, as is indeed observed.

6.1.1.b Time-to-Peak/Power-Law Model

The behaviour of ic, as defined by Eq.3.15, can easily be made to peak by using

any function growing more slowly than exponentially. For example, as discussed by

Blcknell & Shelton (1986), a simple power law of the form:

A (x) - A. Eq.6.3

yields a time-to-peak, tpk = n/'1V and the value of this,

)Eq.6.4

Though this still cannot explain the clear levelling-out of ic(max) as E/p increases

(Fig.5.2, section 5.2.1), for it is clear that if A(x) grows more strongly, that is if Aor n

increase, then i c(max) will increase also, a prediction of this simple model completely at

odds with observations. (Though at least a peak of some kind is indicated; an improve-

ment over the exponential model.)

6.1.1.c Timescales

The behaviour of the peak in the conduction current is consdierably complicated

by the timescales involved. The peak occurs within -200ns at most and ignoring the

more rapid drift in the tip region, this corresponds to a distance of .&nm at electron

speeds of 40krn/s. Hence the portion of channel which contributes to the peak is close

enough to the needle-end for the conditions there to determine the magnitude of the

peak.

The proposition that it is the larger scale of the streamer systems which is res-

ponsible for the dependence of the conduction current maximum on the electrode spacing

is completely ruled out by tWe foregoing, as by the time the conduction current has

peaked, the streamer will, on the whole, have advanced just 4cm (at 200km/a) and the re-

maining portion of the channel, not having been formed cannot possibly contribute to the

size of the peak in the conduction current. This ignores, of course, low pressure stream-
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era, where the low attacthnent rate causes the peak to occur after the streamer transit.

Even than, for electrons to bevel the shortest channel length of 5.3an requires --. 3ps.

Whatever the pressure, fron the above discussion it can be categorically stated

that a mature channel does not bear on the conduction current peak, just its lower por-

tion, and generally only the first cm or so is involved. In thundercloud streamer systems,

this argunent is more forceful: the part of the channel deciding the peak in i c is de-

coupled from the remainder of the streamer system.

6.1.1.d Laplacian Field

How then can there possibly be the obseved dependence of I c(max) on propagation

distance reported in section 5.2.1? Or even a peak of any kind, since the streamer

growth seems to be at least roughly exponential (section 5.2.3)? Worse still the simple

power-law model, Eq.6.3 for A(x) implies that ic(max), whilst at least defined, will not

depend on the scale of the discharge since this is not taken into account, nor can It ex-

plain the levelling-out as E/p increases.

Returning to the variation of the maximum in ic with electrode spacing, this has

already been shown not to be a result of the longer propagation in the longer inter-elec-

trode gaps, and it is inferred that the Laplacian field distribution is somehow different

near the point in such situations.

The lea Renardieres Groupe (Resultats de 1973) have calculated point-plane per-

unit fields for a 5m and 10m electrode spacing with the same conical point (Fig.6.1). The

general conclusion is that the enhanced field region extends further out from the point in

the emall-gap case. Hence it can at least be inferred that the small gap strainers get

off to a better start and on account of the extended tip-region will Avel into the re-

mainder of the gap with a larger initial tip potential. The smallness of the region of

channel contributing to the peak in i c means that effects such as this, operative near the

needle-end, can have a large influence on the value of the pdak. This, at least in prin-

ciple, explains the low gap-length arm of the minimum In Fig.S.2.

In fact, the measurements of Sedik(1980) show that streamers launched from a
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needle at a few kV above the anode potential grow initially as they propagate into the

gap. In this case, the needle is at earth potential, but the ambient potential in the gap at

the location of the needle-end were it not there would have been - En, where n is the

height of the needle-end. This will drop away in a distance (see the le Renardieres

Groupe results) which increases as the electrode spacing falls. So the potential gradient

at the end of the needle is broadly independent of the gap spacing, but falls off more

slowly the closer the electrodes are. This is the effect sought. The enhanced growth

initially will lead to an increasing conduction current, falling thereafter as attachment

takes over from the (comparatively) weaker growth further into the gap once the needle

has been left behind. By then the maximum has been determined, as the first am or so

only of the channel contributed to the maximum and the maximum will not depend on the

applied reduced field.

The growth observed in conduction current peak as gap length increases cannot

continue indefinitely and so, given the large spread in the data, this is ignored as not

being significant. Awidealized distribution would decrease from some high value

reaching a constant level as the gap passed some critical length.

6.1.2 Streamer Growth

The investigation of streamer growth, which was the main object of this study, has

most often been undertaken in non-uniform point-plane geometry. So the slant of this

discussion must necessarily be rather different from that normally encountered in

streamer physics literature.

Studies in point-plane geometry have tended to concentrate on the range of the

streamers, for the monotonic, steep fail in the Laplacian field leads to streamers dying

throughout their life under these conditions. By contrast the streamers can be expected

to grow at a uniform rate in the (quasi-)uniform applied f',elds used in this investigation.

This is dramatically exemplified by the experimental electron charge curves (Fig.5.5),

which show that Q increases by an order of magnitude as a function of the discharge

scale, indeed increasing exponentially with streamer propagation length.
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6.1.2.a Growth Frequency,

In an attempt to characterize the growth of the streamer system, the para-

meter 60Q was defined (section 3.5.1), the charge generation or injection rate and it's

growth frequency, , measured (section5.2.6,Fig.5.13). Conceptually this is a little diffi-

cult to visualize at first, but consider that the charge injection (or generation) rate is

just the charge generated in the discharge (allowing for attachment) needed to satisfy

charge conservation per unit time. It is hence representative of, if not actually equal to

the current in the streamer active region. Thus the growth frequency, , of this para-

meter can be thought of as the growth frequency of the charge in the streamer tip

region. This is what has beren measured.

It will be recalled that r' was found, within a large experimental spread, to be

roughly linearly dependent on E/p, and independent of pressure and gap length. Actually

a better formulation for 'P is a square-root function, for it must fall-off to zero at the

stability field. Undue significance should not be attached to the particular form given:

the spread of the data is such that many different formulations may be compatible with

the m easurem ents.

6.1.2 b Spatial Growth of go(max)

Plotting the spatial growth (Fig.5.6) of Q (max) fleshes out a problem already

implied by the above: how can the spatial growth apparently not depend strongly on the

applied reduced field, when the growth rate (rT) increases broadly linearly with the same

parameter? Especially considering that the possibility of a charge or energy availability

mechanism limiting 0 g(max) is thought (section 5.2.3) to be incompatible with the pheno-

mena, and that the cathodic injection and charge along the channel are both thought to

be proportional to the system size (in the case of exponential growth), and so high charge

injection from the cathode cannot be invoked to explaiti the phenomena either - a weakly

growing streamer system will have less charge injection from the cathode and less charge

residing along the channel: the process cannot be separated. In any case, the charge in-

L
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jection is small compared with the free charge residing on the channel.

The weak spatial growth in 0G9(max), then, is not an experimental construct but a

genuine property of the discharge. In attempting to show how this can be consistent with

an exponentially growing streamer function, A(x), it is advantageous to collect together

the results derived earlier for the free charge in the gap.

6.1.2.c Channel Model; Summary

A channel function,A(x,t) and streamer function, A(x) were introducedA(x,t) being

the instantaneous linear charge density along the channel, A(x) being the charge density

ddded by the streamer active region at a particular positon, x=vst. They are related, in

a coordinate system where the charge produced at X drifts to x at time t, by the

relation:(Fig.5.7)

The charge on the channel as a whole can be found by integrating Eq.3.17 for

specific forms of A(x). In the case of an exponential, A(x)=Aez '
d

Q,(d)
a

This is plotted in Fig.3.14 for typical values of the parameters, providing at least

qualitative agreement with the phenomena. In the case where the current in the channel

base has decayed to zero, Eq.3.18 can be integrated backwards along the channel to O,

yielding the free charge in the gap in the limit where the conduction current is zero:
do

fA( -Y (4.2)

0

This evaluates to the following for different forms of A(x):
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A(x)= A P A rX A X

e. _ _v._-V~v

Q (d)= - +

6.1.2.d Experimental values of Parameters

In trying to relate these formulations to the experimentally determined para-

meters, one first notes that the growth frequency, r, of 6Q defined by

S = Be" (5.5)

can be related to A(x), according to the discussion above:

Ac) e ( r/,ye
(6.2)

Experimentally, the observed variation of the parameters can be represented by:

r = 0 - (MHz),E/p in V/cn.torr (6.5)

4= 413-q% -Q] &.torr)', E/p in V/cm.torr (6.6)

c= + (lqn/s),Elp in V/crn.torr (6.7e)

J lU (kln/s), E/p in V/cm.torr (6.7b)

Where a,=4 MHz(V/cm.torr) 4 . a 2 =4.5V/cm.torr, a3=0.3(m.torr) " l , a4 =2x10" 4 / V ,

a 5 =4V/cn.torr, a9 =10(ln/s), a 10 =0.715 and in Eq 6.7 the values of the coefficients are as

follows:
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P 86 a7  a.

torr an/s lcm/s(V/m.torr)'l V/on.torr

600 90 26.3 4

500 95 30.0 4

400 104 38.3 4

These are only a crude numerical fit to the data and are shown in Fig.6.2 super-

imposed on the appropriate graphs. No particular claims are being made about the part-

icular form of Eq.6.5 to 6.7 above, the intention is to provide a simple characterization

of the gross variability of the experimental parameters.

6.1.2.e Predictions of Channel Model

To see if the simple model presented above can explain the observed behaviour of

Qg, Eq. 3.18 can be rearranged by substituting V=v sv e/(ve+v s) and Z = r/vs, yielding

Q, r. + ITC d ire, (r+?r (6.8)

+ -A

which is expressed entirely in terms of parameters measured experimentally and which

agree roughly with the range of values found by other experimenter (except ve, which is

calculated from a fit (Gallimberti, 1971a) to other worker's results). The form of this

variation can be seen to be compatible with the stability field requiring r=o for

differentiating with respect to d,

_ + I irre) i+

(6.9)

and equating to zero to find dmax yields:
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dA 4 vi1 ( -±z.) (6.10)
which is undefined forr=o, as required at the stability field. With positive values of ,

dmax will be undefined for all realistic values of v., 5 and r . Furthermore, substituting

in Eq. 6.8 yields 0 (max) corresponding to this value of dmax when the streaners are

below stability:

Dependence on E/p

Using the values of r, v' re vs (and " of V), reported above, and platted in

Fig.6.z. Qg(d)/.A has been evaluated for various values of E/p and d at 600 torr and the

result is plotted in Fig.6.3. The stability field corresponds to r=o; this is artificially

imposed on the numerical fit and corresponds to E/p=4.5V/cn.torr. It is clear that the

interplay of the variation of r, and v5 results in a fairly flat growth in Qg(nmax), except

near the stability field, when the curves for alt distances considered, d, plunge downward.

This simulates the behaviour of the experimentally determined plots of Qg(max), Fig.5.5

(reproduced for comparison). The levelling-off of this plot has been shown not to be the

result of some external parameter and is a real property of the discharge.

Long Discharges

This level growth in G (max) is somewhat at odds with the expected form at large

distances from the anode (Table 6.1 above). For exponential growth in A(x),

Q d = _______'

and this relation is plotted in Fig.6.4. It can be seen that there is indeed extremely

strong growth in 0 as the discharge propagates, (G/ " reaching - 10 for d -2n and

E/p-.-8.5V/cm.torr
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To obtain 0 g requires an estimate of the value of-., the charge/unit length at

the origin. This can be estimated from the minimum avalanche charge required for

streamer formation, say Ornin, together with the assumption that this charge is

distributed over a channel length -,,channel diameter D soA-%in/D. With crin

10"1 1 C (108) ions) and D,10 '4m thenJ.-10-7C m' . Using this value 0 g can be

estimated as a function of reduced field and propagation distance. Typical values are

shown in Fig. 6.4.

The problem of extrapolating a model which works perfectly well in the present

electrode geometry to rather larger propagation distances is immediately apparent from

this data. A reduced field of only 5 yields a free charge of-1010 C in only 2m for

example which is unrealistically large. These figures do however at least emphasise the

rapid growth to be expected once the stability field is exceeded. It must be remembered

also that this is not a net charge figure - there is an equal and opposite positive charge

since the streamer channels contain a quasi-neutral plasma.

When assessing the growth of aircraft streamers from Fig.6.4 it is important to

include two further factors:

(1) The streamers are unlikely to propagate in fields much greater than the

stability field for the relevant pressure since any greater fields would most probably

already have produced a breakdown:

(2) This stability field is pressure and, therefore, altitude dependent (Fig.4.1).

Given that just above the stability field growth would be expected to be significantly less

than that indicated by Fig.6.4 then the growth in free charge would also be much lower

than the 10 1 0 C calculated above in the example given. More detailed measurements

closer to the stability field than has been possible in the present investigation are

required before making valid growth predictions.
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Section 7: Summary and Conclusion

The concept of a positive corona streamer stability field such that streamer

growth at large fields occurs leads naturally to the question of exactly how much growth

might be expected for fields of large extent and what effect this growth might have on

electrical breakdown. The fact that large scale quasi-uniform fields (i.e.> 10's of

metres) only occur in nature and that the behaviour is pressure dependent implies that

this curiously neglected corner Of discharge physics may be enormously relevant to

thundercloud conditions and the aircraft that fly in their vicinity.

This study has been aimed at characterising the streamer growth in quasi-uniform

fields since the large scale fields in nature will necessarily be of this type (div E = o/ o

and o, the space charge density, is low). These streamers are typical of those that would

be generated at aircraft surfaces. The 3-electrode arrangement employed together with

the analytical procedure used, based on the Schockley-Ramo theorem, has allowed the

free charge in the streamer system to be determined as a function of time and for a

range of fields and pressures. In addition, the rate of addition of free charge - and gen-

eration current - has been found for the first time. The approach adopted also permits a

simultaneous measurement of important parameters such as attachment frequency (co-

efficient) and streamer velocity together with the growth frequency which charac-

terizes the streamer growth pattern in terms of a single parameter,T'. Furthermore, the

stability field for a given pressure may be determined unambiguously.

There is a natural range of fields and pressures - or more appropriately a range of

reduced fields - the lower limit set by the streamer onset and the upper limit by break-

down. From onset to the immediate prebreakdown condition, the behaviour is one of

variation on a single theme. Although, from a practical point of view the breakdown is

arguably the most crucial event it is, of course, necessary to establish norm behaviour so

that departures from this norm may be recognised. The data referred to above (Section

5) indeed quantify this norm.

Prebreakdown conditions are rather more difficult to quantify because of their

statistical nature. In all cases, however, the usual primary streamer event with the asso-
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ciated decay, due to electrical attachment, of both conduction and displacement currents

- equivalent to the decay of the free charge - is interrupted by the appearance of new

ionisation. The attempt to categorise this phenomena is cootained in Section 6. There is

nothing particularly novel about this observation: a similar pattern is observed in long

rod-plane breakdown with the appearance of the second corona in the vicinity of the

highly stressed electrode. What is unusual though is the low reduced field at which this

phenomena is observed. A breakdown has been observed for a reduced field of only

6V/ra.torr whilst examples of multiple corona are shown in the text (e.g. Fig.5.14) for

similar values; this kind of event has a low probability but which is, nonetheless, finite.

At a pressure of 500 torr the breakdown field might than be 3kv/am which is within the

range measured for a thundercloud. An equally important observation concerns the

effect of propagation distance.

Throughout, the effect of streamer propagation distance has been particularly

closely observed because of the interest in extending any conclusion drawn to distances

of several metres so that a valid comparison with aircraft streamers might be made.

Generally, the effect of extending streamer length for otherwise similar conditions of

field and pressure makes little difference to the measured parameters. Total free charge

obviously increases because of increasing propagation but, surprisingly, peak conduction

currents (due to the primary streamer) actually decrease (Section 5). However, for those

prebreakdown events which include the appearance of additional ionisation there is a

clear effect of distance. For the smallest gap studied (5.3cm) then the second corona

event exhibits a peak current of the same order as the primary streamer current whilst,

for longer gaps (up to 18.3cm) the second corona current may be 7-8 times larger than

the primary current for the same E/p. Table 5.1/2 contain data illustrating this point.

Unfortunately an insufficient number of events were recorded to provide an exhaustive

study - because of the relative rarity of the events and the need to make comparisons for

similar values of E/p at different propagation lengths - but the trend is unmistakable. If

confirmed then this could well lower further the field required for breakdown in the pre-

sence of long streamers or, alternatively, increase the probability of a breakdown at the
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higher reduced fields.

Phenomenology apart, the mechanism of such a breakdown is not clear. The

model, developed in Section 3 and extended in Section 6, is useful because is calculates

reasonably well the growth of free charge with distance as a function of reduced field

and so provides useful predictive information since any breakdown must depend on the

generation of such free charge. It is difficult to assess the role of tha cathode defin-

itively although two effects are observable, namely:

i) electon injection at streamer arrival, and

(ii) the appearance of fast ionising waves, the generation of which appear to

coincide with streamer arrival at the cathode. There is some evidence that the

waves - if indeed they are waves - can enhance the ionisation near the origin of

the streamer system (e.g. Fig.4.7).

The magnitude of the electron injection is relatively small and takes place at such

large distances from the origin (i.e. d/ve timescale of the breakdown) so that it is dif-

ficult to see how a contribution to the breakdown could be made in the present geometry

and, if a valid mechanism must be equally relevant to aircraft streamers, then such a

contribution must be ruled out since the only cathode-like structure, namely the preci-

pitation, would provide considerably less local electron injection. That streamer impact

with such precipitation might yield ionising waves must, however, remain a plausible

possibility. An assessment of this has already been presented elsewhere by Bicknell and

Shelton (1986).

The growth of free charge represented by equation 6.2

A(x) =Ae 1ex. 2= T/v s

suggests an alternative approach to the problems of providing an explanation for long
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streamer breakdown. Thermalisation of the streamer channel requires an electron den-

sity of 5102 3m 3 compared with a measured value for small gap streamers of -1021

m "3, If n(x) is the electron density at x then assuning a similar constant cross-section

for each channel

n(x) = n(0)N(0)e IX/N(x)

where N(x) is the number of channels at x. Clearly the requirement that the electron

density remains at the value n(0) (-102 1 m "3) implies that the channel nurnber growth

rate is similar to the charge growth rate or

N(x) = N(-)e
2 ,x

There is little experimental data available regarding the behaviour of N(x) particularly at

sub-atmospheric pressure but replotting the data of Bicknell, Sadik & Tang (1980) for the

growth of N(x) at E/p=7.92 (atmospheric pressure) suggests a value for (rof 20.5. At the

same E/p, results from this present study (Fig.6.2) provide l1(=T/vs) of 35.6. On this

evidence then the electron density is growing with propagation distance as

n(x) = n(S)e 15.1x

or if the required enhancement is 102 (1023/1021) then the required x is In100/15.1 -

30Om. For lower reduced fields this distance would be larger because of the smaller dif-

ference between the two growth rates. An investigation conducted in gaps larger than

the present 20cn arrangement with facilities to monitor 2(both for A(x) and N(x)may

well be fruitful and conclusive.
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Appendix A

program Mh
by Rod Shelton. updated:06.0

4
. 87

this program reads data files created by "corona" and "sample".
the data can be analysed in real time, using cursor-driven routines
the input file must be called 1E4:D

PROGRAM DATAUSEI:
CONST
SK.EW - 1054
TYPE
MATRII-ARRAYCI. .3,0..3 OF REAL&
VECTOR-ARRAYCO. .3) OF REAL;

RA-ARRAYCO. .2552 OF REAL;
VAR
INTC, INTOI , NTDZ, INTD.:REAL:
A: MATPI I:
C.*ERR: VECTOR;
NA: INTEGER:
HEADING:ARRAVEI. .6030F CHAR:
ICMAX,TFK, IDPOSMAX, IDNEGMAX .TX,OGMAX,DRATE,QERPR&DOSTART,DOEND:PEAL:
DORATE,DOERROPDOINJECTEDREDUCElFIELD:FEAL:
CALL2C .CALLZ6,POLYFITFOUND: LDOLEANi;
STATUSPSTATUS: INTEGER:
YH, VS ,FITA ,FITB,ERARATE: REAL;
tO: INTEGER:
GAPLEN ,STRLEN, KVOLTS, YE ,VS ,VY ,FIELD, PRE: REAL;
FILENO: INTEGER;,
FILENUMIER .DATAFILE ,DASE: TEXT:
EUTTONFRESSED,FIRSTTIME.UNDEFINED.DMP,GRSW.FITFOUND,CORRECTED, BOOLEAN:
ENDFAGE,FFITFOUNDa EOGLEAN;
Xl, X2.YI Y2 , ZEROLEVEL ,ARATEINTEGRAL: REAL;
XCUR,YCUR,XCHAN,YCHAN,BUTCHAN,Il*x2. IVI, IY, IRESP,RBUT: INTEGER;

IFREEz RA;
PRESS,CLOCI'VALUEHUMID,XTIMB,iAMPLRESISTOA:,REAL;

MINUSI ,MINUS2:IlNTEGER;
PZEROLEVEL.PARATE,PINTEGRAL: REAL;
PIXI,PIX2,PIYl,PIY2:INTEGER;
ICOND: RA;
PFRESS ,PCLOCk VALUE .PHUMID ,PXT 1MB ,PYAMPL ,PRES; STOP: REAL;
PNRUN,PNXPTS,PNROINTS,PFIRSTSAMPLE: INTEGER;
PCNANNEL: CHAR:

NRUN,NXPTS,NPOINTS,FIRSTSAMPLE,OLDICUR,OLOYCUR
3 INTEGER;

OLDIXl,OLD;X2: INTEGER;
ACHAR ,SELECT ION ,CNANNEL3aCHAR;

procedure wait
no global usage
waits for a time determied by the passed parameter

PROCEDURE WAIT (PERIOD: INTEGER);
VAR COUNTER: INTEGER;
BEG IN
FOR COUNTERs-i TO PERIOD DO COUNTER;-COUNTER
END; a4 of wait *)

(sattstt** e ... a*a... *.....e....m.. .*.....................
procedure svccode

no global usage
inserts machine code patch to enable Svc data transfers

*assaaamssas.a........maa.a...a.aaa................4...
PROCEDURE SYCCODEs

BEGIN (*SVCCODEs)
(* code for output to Svc begins here 5)
(* the first n characters in memory starting at SF901 are read out *)
(n is the value in SF906 a)
;see assembler listing for more details 5

(a ROD SHELTON... DEC '85 *)
POKEI6(NF910,093Al POfrEI6(0F912,S4FF9);
POKEI&(3F914,s06ll). POKEI6s*FQIA,fl:FQ;;
POKEI&(SF9IS.6471A); POKEl6(*F9IR,OE'209;;
POKEI6S*F9IC,SDAUF ; POKEI6S*FQIESF9lA);



P0PE~baF9Z ::17C-- P0I.EbFQ2,C'FQU'
.code fcor input trom s.c Oegirn5 here -)
(4 mcharacters are read in from trme svc. starting. at NF7 01

k* n Is the ~a~ in OF':00a
(a ROD SHELTON...w DEC'8 *
F;KE1(F9,e00ZAU POKE16(*F9:Z,#4FF9,:
POKE16(OF974,001111 P0KE16ZF7.*DBF9)
POE16(F98.0079- ; P0KE16(*F97A.e-,7DA):

POKE16(WF940.00DI3). PO E16(*42,U77C2)
POKE16(#Fq44.OC9P9)1
(- CODE TO DUMPF SVJCSCREEN FOLLOWS *

POKE(6ZB24 .CHR(62 U
POIE(6-8az, .CHR(7-2U
POKE(638b ,CHR(5Z (
FOIKE(67327 ,CHR(--5-,)
POJEOSSaz .cHR(2, U5
PmkE6za:'q .CHR4(50

POI.E(638ZO ,CHRtZ55U

PO ,E(67ZZ CHR(25 1);
PO(KE(6:4. ,CHR(14U
PO. E (6: ,CHR(5 U

POKE(6Z9Z' ,CHR(70))
P0OKE(6Z87M CHR( I;
FOKE(67876 ,CHR(205I)
POKE(67SZ7 ,CHR(S )
POIKE(6ZS8 *CHR(O0))

POKE(6--84W ,CHR(5 U
FOKE(6Z844 ,CHR(70U
POIkE86a42 ,CHR(0I;
POKE(6ZS46, ,CHR4F(205
POKE(6Z844 ,CHR(5 ))I
FOKE(8Z84, ,CHR(O ));
F'O)E(67846 ,CHR(14 ))z
POVE~3bZ4 ,CHRt5O ));
POKE(6Z848 *CHR(ZO ))I
POKE(6,849 ,CHR(27 )I
POKE(63850 .CHR(20 U);
POKE(3851 ,CHR(5 ))I
POKE(6382 ,CHR(O0(I
POKE(685Z *CHR(14 U
POetE(&--84 ,CHR(5 ));
PIOKE (6785- ,CHR(Z ));
PKE(&Z856 *CHR(6 ))I
POKVE(6ZS57 ,CHR(205I)
POKE(63858 ,CHR(5 U
PCW<E (63859 .CHR(O0U
POKE(ZB,60 ,CHR(14U
POKE(63861 ,CHR<(25
POKE(6382 ,CHR(ZO))
POKE(6ZS63 *CHRO ))I
POKE(6ZS64 ,CHR(205U
POKE(6Z865 ,CHR(5 ));
POKE(6ZS6 ,CHR(O ))I
FOKE(bZ867 *CHR(1 ))I
POKcEtbZ88 ,CHR(50 U
POKE(6ZB6 ,CHR(SOU
POKE(6:970 *CHR(2 U
P0K(tb74 *CHR(20S)
POKE (6:87Z ,CHR(5~ U
POVE(6387Z .CHR(O9 U
POKE(6874 ,CHR(61 ));
POKE(67875 ,CHR(255 ))3
POVE(63876 ,CHR(17 U)I
POKE(6ZS7 ,CHR(219 U

POKE(6:S91 ,CHR(--1;

POVE(6788 .CHR(249 ))I



iii

POkEo7383 ,CHF:19 J

PokE~6:8BA ,c e 17' )):

POE(B885 ,CR9 H9 ;
FOkE(&bZ88 ,CNK4 );

POKE(.3a87 ,CHA 5 :
P0yE(6ZS ,CnFA17 H:
POE(6ZB889 ,CH(Z45
POKE(:890 ,C)R(197 H:
POKE (6391 CRt8,5 H2 ;
POWE (6Z89: .CHP'5 )):
PcOE(b389; ,CHR'0 ));
P0-.E(3294 CHR,297 PH;
POIE (6&S5 .CHRVU!41 )) ;

F'O1E(b:896 CHRtZ9 ));
POKE;6zao7 CHi205 3):
F'0iE i 6-8Q8 CHF-5 ',

P0, EbQg0 CHNF,13 :
POKE(t:Z901 CHR(Z )):

POKE(6Z9e: CHF194 ):
POKE (6790Z .CNHAZ:- :
FQIV E(bZ3q:4 .CHFkZ493)

P03-E(b:905 *CHP(2193)
FOKE 67"6 CHRF17 :
POKE(bZ9O7 CHF-7 )):
POVE(bZ90 CH.,Zl a);
POlE(6Z:QQ CRR'161 H;
POIE(6Z910 CHR(:49 H:
POKE(6Z911 CKR(219 H;
POKE(6a91: CHR(177 H:
POKE(bZ9I3 CHR(q5 H;
POKE(6,914 CHR(14 ):
POKE(bZ915 ,CHR(5 );
POKE(&:916 ,CHR(213 ;
POKE(&(:917 CHFR(245 ):

POKE(6Z918 *CHR(197 H:
POKE(6Z9 Q ,CHR(205 ;

POIE(C.920 *CHR(5 ));
POKE(6392l ,CHRI ))
POKE(b6921 ,CHR(19Z ))I
POKE(b92- ,CHR(241 ));
POKE(bZ924 ,CHR(09 ))I
POKE(6Z925 CHR(25 ;
POKE(b39Tb ,CHR;S 3);
POKE(63927 ,CHRI H;
POKE(6Z929 CHR(wS );
POKE(b6929 CHR(255 ));
PO,E(bZ930 , CR(255 ));

POKE(6Z933 CHR(61 ));
POKE(63Z91 CHR(194 )
POKE(a393Z CHR(d5 ))#
POKE(&3934 CHR(249 ))
POKE(63935 CHR(201 ));

I* ROUTINE FOR DOUBLE DENS:- *)
END; I* OF SVCCODE *1
(5 N.B.

the space from SF980 te *Fo45 is thug used by these routines

the buf+er is from SFQM to WF90F and can hold 15 characters only
for the first character is clearly a control constant. .)

(e**e~e~e#a~s.s~sa~..............e...sss .... ...

function entler

returns the greatest ineer x
.... .. ......... *..............

FUNCTION ENTIER(X:REAL) INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF X..0 THEN ENTIER:TRUNC(%1- ELSE ENTIER:-TRUNC(X)U

END;

function frac
returns the value x-en::r (x)

FUNCTION FRAC(X:REAL):REAL:



iv

ZBE3 IN

Fr;.AC: x-ENT IERE A,
END'

FUNCTION YC: INTEGER): INTEGER:,
BEGIN
f, :-YG.ENT ZER CIFREEE 1)/ VH)
END:
PROCEDURE GHOWMATR:IXtVAR, A:MATRIX:VAR, NA: INTEGER):.
-)AR
ROW,COL: INTEGER:.

BEGIN
FOR ROW:=B TO NA DO

BEG IN
WRITE( (
FOR COL:0O TO NA DO WRITEtA(ROW,COL), C
WRITELN("W)

END:
END:
PROCEDURE REDUCECYVAF A,?E: MATRA x vAR NoA;.1 1 IJ: INTEGER):

ROWCOL: INTEGER:
BEG IN
FOR ROW:=0 TO NA DO
FOR COL:=O TO NA DO
BEGIN
IF 'Row 'I) AND (COL 'J) THEN EROw ,COL I:=ACROw.CDLJ;
IF RPOW 'II AND (COL J) THEN BC~rOW ,COL-I]:=A(ROW,COLJ;
IF (ROW ',) AND (COL J) THEN BCROW-I,CDL J:=ACRDW,COLJ;
IF (ROW I1) AND (COL J3) THEN B(ROW-I,CDL-IJ:=AIRGw,COL):.

END;,
NB: NA-I;
SHOWMATRIX (B,NB);

END:
FUNCTION DETERMINANT (VAR A:MATRIXVAR NA: INTEGER) :REAL;
VAR
DET :REAL:
B: MATRIX;
NB, I,F: INTEGER:
CDL: INTEGER:

BEGIN
IF NA-B THEN DET:-A(B,B)
ELSE

BEGI N
DET: -B:
FOR 1:-0 TO NA DO

BEGIN
COL s -B6;

REDUCE)A,9.NA,NB,COL,I(; ELIMIATES COLtI) &i ROL'(B) ..RESULT:.B *
IF ODDUI THEN F:--I E.SE F:1I;
DET - DET .FtAtB, I DE TER;MINANT B, NB)C

END:
END:
DETERMINANT:-DET;

ENDI
FUNCTION CDFACTOR)VAR A:MATRIX:VAR NA,I,J:INTEGER(:REAL;
VAR
B: MATRIX;
R<OW,COL,NB,F, ZNTEuE-R;

BEGIN
REDUCE(I, B, NA ,NB, I .);
IF ODD(1+3) THEN Ft--l ELSE F:-I:
CDFACTOR:-F*DETERMINANT )B,NB);

END;
FUNCTION ROLV(VAR X:INTEGER):REAL;
"'AR
A:REAL;
N: INTEGER:

BEGIN
A:-61
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FOR N:5 O TO.00O:0ACN.FOWER(,N):
POL i: 0:

END;
PROCEDURE POLYF IT:
'VAR
J.K.NB,ROW,COLl:INTEGER2
RESIDUAL ,DETA.HH: REAL:
B: MATRIX:
'1:VECTOR:

BEGIN
FOR J:-O TO Z DO
BEGIN

FOR v:5Z TO 7 DO A(J,KJ:=5;
END:
FOR J:1*ix TO IXZ DO
BEGIN
FOR K:0O TO 3 DO
BEGIN
Y1C H ]: -Y I k IIFREE[(J ]*POWER "I.I'
A[ 0,):J-A COPk2POWER)JK)I

END:,
FOR K.-i TO 3 DO00 )A~3PWR(.)')

END;
FOR ROW:-l TO 3 DO
FOR COL:-0 TO 2 DO
ACROW,COLJ:=A(ROW-l,COL.I);

NA:-Z3;
WRITELN('MATRIX COMPUTED')
SNOW'MATRIX )A,NA):
DETA: -DETERMINANT (A, NA);
WRITELN( 'DETERMINANT FOUND');

FOR 1:s0 TO Z Do
FOR J:0O TO 3; DO
CC I: CI].-COFACTOR (A, NA , ,I) 'V ();

WRITELN( 'COPACTOR MATRIX &INVERSION COMPLETE'):
WRITELN) 'DETA:- ',DETA)l
FOR 1:-S TO 3 DO CCI):-CEIJ/DETA;
RES IDUAL:1 -0;
FOR 13-IX1 TO 112 DO
RESIDUAL :-RESIDUAL'SOR(IFREEC Il-POL V II))
HHHI-RESIDUAL/)DETA')IXZ-IXI.I-4));
WRITELNI 'RESIDUALS COMPUTED');
FOR 1:-0 TO 3, DO
BEGIN
REDUCE(A,B,NA,NB, 1,1);
ERR C I):SORT(HH*4HDETERM INANT (B ,NB));

END;
WRITELNI 'ABSOLUTE ERRORS IN COEFFICIENTS CALCULATED');
POLYFITFOUNO: -TRUE;
WRITE)'>'); READLN;

END;

fuction yfit;,
finds the (real) value of the exponential fit done by expf it

FUNCTION VFIT)X:INTEGER):INTEGER;

VAR JfREAL)

BEGIN
IF FITFOUND THEN
BEGIN
Ji-EXP(FITBI;
IF (IFREECIXI)KS) THEN J:-JmI-I);
3:-JaEXPIFITA'XI /VN;

1* FIT:-VG.ENTIER)J);.)
END
ELSE IF POLYFITFOUND THEN 3:-POLY)X)/VN;
YFIT:'YG.ENTIER3J):

END;

procedure normal screen
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no global 'Slage
res tores S0 column format to svc display

PROCEDURE NORMALSCREEN:
VAR C: INTEGER;

BEG IN
C: sCPM(6, 27>;
C:-CPM (6,49);

END; ( of normal screen a

procedure clearscremn
no global usage
clears the screen exiting With Ssc in graphics format

PROCEDURE CLEARSCREEN;
VAR C: INTEGER;,
BEGIN
NORMAL SCREEN;
C:-CFM(6,26); (.CURSOR HOME & CLEAR SCREEN
C:-CPM(6 , 27)-
C:=CFM(6,5-): ( BACK TO GRAPHICS MODE a
END;

a~a.*a~a~eaaaaa~aa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaa..............a............

proced ure point
global usage: none
requires graphics format
draws a point at XX,YY

PROCEDURE POINT(XX,YY:CHAR);
VAR
SKEWX iCHAR;
BEGIN (6 point a

IF (YYcSCHR(255)) AND (YY>-CHR(0l) THEN
BEG IN
SKEWX:-CHR(ORD(XX)-SEW);
POKE(*F980,CHR (6>>;
POKE(SF901 ,CHR(27));
POKE(6F902,CNR(831);
POKE (SF903,SKE WX)
POKE(*F904,CHR(00));
POKE(OF905,YY);
POKE C F906, CNR(00) )
USER (SF910);

END;
ENDI (* of point a

procedure unpoint
global usage. nao
requires graphics format
rubs out anything at XX,YV

PROCEDURE UNPOINT(XYY:CHAR)1
VAR
SKEWX:CH~
BEGIN
IF (YY>CNR(0)) AND (YY<-CHR(25,5)) THEN
BEGIN

CKW:CRORD (IX) -SkEW)-

POKE C F901, CHR (27)s
POKE C F902 ,CHR (82 ) )
POKE (SFYOS,SKEWC);
POKE (SF904 ,CHR C 0) )
POKE (SF905, VY) a
POKE(C F966 ,CHA C00) )
uSER(SF91O);

END;
END;

procedure cursorrow(x()

PROCEDURE CURSORRONCE: INTEGER);
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POO E, *FQGW, CHR (4))
POIkE4F90l ,CHR(:7) );
POkE(.F9S2.CHR)C7D) (g
POO, E (F90:, CHR (X) I
POkIE(3F904,CHR(5));
USER (SF910);

ENDI

procedure move

PROCEDURE MOVE(XX,YY:CHAR);
VAR

SKEWX: CHAR:
BEGIN
3 EWX:-CHR (ORD4XX) .SVEW).
PO E(*F90,CHRf));
POKE(0F901 ,CHR(27));
POKE(*F902-.CHR(109)):
POKE (SF90Z,S&'EWX)j
POKE(#F904,CHR(0));
POIE)SF905,VY).
.tO'E(#F906,CHR(0));
USER (SF910);

END%

procedure complement

PROCEDURE COMPLEMENT(XX,YY:CHAR) I
VAR
RESULT ,SKEWX: CHAR;,

BEGIN
SKE WI :CHR ( R0 ( X) .SKE W);
POKE(*F900,CHR (6)1;
POKE(OF901 ,CHR(27));
POKE(NF902-,CHR(*54));
POKE WS907-, SKIEWX) ;
POKE(6F904,CHR (0));
POKE 5F905,YY);
POKE( SF906,*CHR( 0) 1
USER (SF910);
POKE(0F900,CHR(l));
USER (S930);
RESULT: -PEEK (SF901 ,CHAR) £
CASE RESULT OF CHR(9): POINT(XX,YY);

CHR(I): UNPOINT(XX,VY)
END;

END;

procedure line

PROCEDURE LINE(XX,YY:CHAR)g
VAR
SkEW : CHAR:
BEGIN
SKEWX:-CHR(ORD(XX(.SKEW):
POKE (SF900.CHR(7) )1
POKE(OF901 ,CHR(27( (4
POKE(* F90 , CHR 1 00fl I
POK-E (*F9Z, SKEWX) 1I
POKE(O F904 ,CHR ( 0)
POKE(OF905,VY);
POKE (SF906,CHR(0)(;
POKE (SF907, CHR (1));
USER(OF910);

END;

procedure deprq
global usage: mno
requests svc to dump screen

PROCEDURE ONPRO;



VAR
C: INTEGER;
BEGIN
C: -CPM (6, *18);
C:-CPM (6 ,064);
C: CPM (6, 050);

END;
s44444444444444444444444444444 444444 44 4444 444 ..4........4 44

procedure graphics

global usage: none
enters graphics mode

PROCEDURE GRAPH ICS:
VAR C: INTEGER;
BEGIN (* graphics 4

C: -CPM (6, :7)-
C:-CFM (6,5)
END; (* of graphics 4

procedure initialise
global usage:UNDEFINED.FIRSTTIME,Xl,x2,rl.Y:!

OLDXI,OLDXZ-,RBUT,XCHAN,'tCHAN.BUTCHAN,XCUR,N'CUP,,IO,IXZ,1Y1,IV2
OLDXCUR, OLDVYCUR, PRESS, F IRSTSAMPLE, CLOC VALUE, HUM ID, XT I Ms,YAMPL
RESISTOR ,RUN ,NXPTS,NPOINTS

sets initial values

PROCEDURE INITIALISE;
VAR A: INTEGER:

BEGIN
ICMAX:0O:
IDNEGMAX: 0;
TPK: =0;
TX: =0;
IDPOSMAX: =0:
OGMAK: .0;
GERROR: -0:
DOSTART: =0;
DOEND: -0;
DORATE: 0:
DOERROR: -0:
PFITFOUND:-FALSE; FITFOUNDi-FALSE;
WRITELNU'THIS VERSION READS DATAFILES FROM DRIVE "A"............1
WR ITELN;
WRITELN('V20.05.87, corrected for cable impedance
WRITELNI
WAIT(1000);
VS: 0;
IXlI -30;
1X2: -90;
ENDPAGE: -FALSE;
GRSW: -FALSE;
DMP: -FALSE;
MINUS 1.-1;
MINUS2:--l;
UNDEFINED: -TRUE;
FIRSTTIME:-TRUE;
Xl:-0; YI:-0; X2:-0:l V22-0;
OLDIXI:111l; OLDIX2: 1X2;
RBUT: -100;
XOHAN: 11;
YCHAN: -12;
BUTCHAN: 0;
XCUR - IX 11
YOUR: =2001;
I Y 1'-100;
IY2i 150;
OLDXCUR:-XCUR;

OLDYCUR: YCUR;
PRESS, 0;
FIRSTSAMPLE:0@;
CLOCKVALUE: 0;
HUMID:-0;



ix

XT IM: -Q%
YAMPL a -0;
RESISTOR: .0:
NRUN: -0:
NXPTS: 0;
NPOINTS: 0%
END; C. of initialise a

procedure beginning
global usage:DATAFILE
reads the heading in the input file

PROCEDURE EEGINNING:
VAR A: INTEGER:

BEGIN
RESET(DATAFILE, '4:03
RESET(FILENUM4ER, AtLOOKING .AT 4
REWRITE (DBASE, A:DATABASE.NEW');
A: .1:
REPEAT RjAD(DATAFILE,ACHAR);
HEAD INGtA): ACHAR;
WRITE (ACHAR);
A: A-1;
UNTIL ACHAR '$*:
NRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITEC'ENTER file numer >~> >; READ(FILENUME4ER,FILENOi:WRITELN(PILENO):
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITELN(*ENTER D (cmi needle height (mm) V (KY) and p (mmHg) ');
WRITE(C','>>')I;
READ (GAPLEN,STRLEN ,KVOLTS ,PRE);

WRITE('E/p- ',(KVOLTS/GAPLEN/PRE*1000),' V/cm.torr ; enter approx. value>'):
READ(REDUCEDFIELD); WRITELNI
STRLEN: .GAPLEN- (STRLEN/ 10);
FIELDg.KYOLTS/GAPLEN*..E+S; (* VOLTS PER METRE
YE: 1. BE+6CPOWER(C(F IELD* I. 0E-5/PREeI.eEC3) ,0. 7151*1.OE-

(from gallimberti ref. data: Ye (cm/s(1t'&.*(e/p)"0.7l5
where c/p is in v/cm.torr ... I have converted to Ye (mis) o)

END; (* of beginning a)

procedure zero
global usage: RAW,FIRSTSAMPLE,

finds the meanfof the ten RAW datapoints, the zerolevel ..I if any one differs by more than 1-6from the first, thenth
GARBAGE flag is set

PROCEDURE ZEROCYAR A:REAL);
VAR

B: INTEGER;
BEG IN
A3-61
FOR B:-FIRSTSAMPLE TO FIRSTSAMPLE-4 DO A:-A+IPREEtBJ:
Am .4/5

END; (0 of zero 0)
aaaaaa *CCCC*CCCCCs~e 4*5*CCC~a *** a*a ........... ~ C**~~C

procedure neweveot
global usage: CHANNEL,NXPTS,NPOINTS,PR<ESS,CLOCKYALUE.FIRSTSAMP'LE

HUMID,XTIMS,YAMPLRESISTOR,RAW
reads the parametric datafield for the next record
reads the integer data into the array RAW

PROCEDURE NEWEVENT;
VAR A,Bm INTEGER;

ACHAR: CHAR;
BEGIN
REPEAT READ(DATAFILE4 ACHAR) UNTIL ACHAR-'\';
READ(DATAFILE,CHANNEL,NXPTS,NPOINTS,PRESS,CLOCKYVALUE,PIRSTSAMPLE;;
READ(CDATAF ILE ,HUMID, XT IN , YAMPL ,RESI STOR)I
IF CHANNEL-'A' THEN VAMPL:.YAMPLaRESISTOR/Z5.Z (* correction C
(a ZO-78 OHMS, R-64.Z OHMS : FINAL CORRECTION~,)C
IF CHANNEL-*B' THEN YAMPL:.yAMPL.RE5ISTQR/3Z, Z;
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t. ZO-74 OHMS, R-60.6 OHMS c
FOR A:-FIRSTSAMFLE TO NPOINTa

BEGIN
READ (OATAFILE.B):
IFREErAh:-BcYAMPL/ 1:8:.

END%
ZERO(ZEROLEVEL):
FOR A:-FIRSTSAM'LE TO NPOINTS :Z : -EEA:-FREEA-zEROLEVEL

1
END;

procedure display
global usaqe: NRUN,NPOINTS,NLi.RSTSAMPLE,CLOCKVALUE, RESISTOR

PRESS, HUM ID, XT!-=. -Z.MPL
tabulates the parametric data -eid for this record

PROCEDURE DISPLAY:
VAR A: INTEGERS
BEGIN

REPEAT WRITE (HEADOZNG(A3) ; A:-A-l FC HEAOING(A3-sS';
I.RITELN:
WRITE(W#,FILENO:4,'. ;
WRITE(NXPTS:2,
CASE STATUS OF

1: L'RITEU'Ic )fl,YH-2.5E4:&Z. mA/cm ,XTIMB1.E6:8:,us/cm ;c
2WRITE( 'Id )(*,YHc2.,E h: S: Z, 'mA/cm XiTIBi.E6:8: Z, us/cm:;c

Zz WRITE(Ile )(c,YHc2.S-E-4':S&, mA/cm XITIMB*I.0E+6:8:7, us/cm);e
4WRITEC'Gq ')(c,Y2.E~lt- :ZnC/cm ',XTIMB*l.ZE :S:3;, us/ceflo)

5z: WRITE'dO ');(c,YHc2.5E1I2:E&:,'nC/cm ,IXTIMBI.E6:B.:Z,us/cmi);c:
6: BEGIN

WRITE('Ax );cYcS'0::.TOc,,XTIMB.YE.VS/(YEVS)c:00:8,::);.
WRITE: tns')

END
END; (- OF CASE c

WRI TELN1
WRITE(GAFLEN:4:1,' cm ',PRE:3:8,' u~m-dg
WRITE (FIELDsI.WOE-S5: 52, 'KY/cm .- Lc.E5PEIS.h:)
WRITELN(' V/cm.torr ;

WRITE(*Vs- ',YS/l000):5zl,' Km/s');
WRITELN;
WRITE(ICMAX,* ; ',TPK,* ; ,IDPOSMAI. 3
WRITELN( [ONEGMAX);
WRITELNCTX,' ; ',YS,' I ',QGMAX,' ; '.QERROR);,
WRITE(DOSTART,' ; ,DOENDC ; ',OQFATE)1
WRITELN(I I ,DGERROR)p
WRITE DINJECTED, ;',CALL23, ;
WRITELNICALL26);
END; (e of display c

C cscccccccc. c~ccccccc cc. c 5**c acc cc cc.. . .c......c... ccc
procedure arialmenu

global usgsXI 2 ,YITGI4- U NE NDNPS HNE
displays the cursor data and the Calculated quantities
then displays a user prompt fwr response choice

c~cccccccccccc~cccccecc..cccecc~ccccc~cccccc~...c....c....:
PROCEDURE ANALMENU;
VAR
SF:REAL;
BEGIN
IF NOT DMP THEN NORMALSCF4EEN;
DISPLAY;
CASE STATUS OF

1,2,3 SF:-l.GE-Z3;
4,5s SF:1I.BE+9

END; (4 of CAse*s
(5WRITE('u5 ;
CASE STATUS OF

l,2,3, WRITE(&,mA');
4,51 WRITEC',nC )

END; I * ( of ca&se* c(o
WRITE(C't',XIcl.0E+6s9:,'.,YI*SFt8sZ,;, 'I E.ts::
WRITELN',',Y2SFs8zr3);c

WRITE(*dT- ',(X2-XIcI.CE.&,5:-, us Ye- (VJE/I0@0)94:2, Km/s');
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WRI tEuN;

IF STATUS 4 THEN

IF NOT UNDEFINED THEN

WRITE' :int nCNTEGRAL-I.0E-?:IZ:4. nC

IF F;ITFOUND THEN

WRITE( :att. fr. (xLi ARATESl.ZE-o:I2:4. MHz U

WRITELN:

IF NOT OMP THEN

BEG IN

WRITELNa

WRITELN('enter selection, to....):

WRITELNa

WRITE('I-: add (XIYl) 1'1: find le

IF CORRECTED THEN WRITELN(1d Ic.dn)/d ELSE WRITELN' 1Id-Ic )

WRITELN('12 : add (X:,Y2) <12: find Og )I

WRITELN('.7-: find attachment rate at Xl 113,: screendump)I

WRITELN(..4: find integral 14.: graticule

WRITELN('.5 : go to next record to f ino do );

WRITELN( 6: quit program 17 : find streamerfunction A(: ) :

WRITELN( 7,- snow data .1 : find streamer velocity )z

WRITELN( S : swap cursor 1&Z iQ: cubic polynomial fit');

WRITELN(*,9;: swap old & new datafield .:: e-Id1[c ".

WRITELN('..21 Ic pi- Z=* -Id p1. 27 T% & -Id pi, 24 Og p !o decay):

WRITELN(W 25- dO growth, start & end '26 -,I p1 Z7 output to disc.

END:

END; ( of analmenu 5)

............*.*.... ................ ........ a
proceOure adc

global usage:none

returns the voltage for a particular channel of the adc card

......... *.*45****..*s....*........* ........ ........................*

PROCEDURE ADC(VAR ANS.CHANNEL:INTEGER):

VAR

AB:INTEGER;

INPUT:CHAR:

RESULT:REAL:

BEGIN

OUT(3 2CHANNEL.CHR(O));

FOR At=C TO S DO Ai-A 1
INPUT:=INF'(32)

ANS
1
-ORD(INPUT)

END: (* of adc a)

procedure cursor
global usage:OLDXCUR,OLDYCUR,XCUR,YCURRBUT

finos new cursor position,stores old one so it can be erased,

and assigns an appropriate value to BUTTONPRESSED

PROCEDURE CURSOR;

BEGIN

OLDXCUR:-XCUR;

OLDYCUR: YCUR;

ODC(XCUR,XCHAN);
ADC(YCURYCHAN);

ADC(ORBUT.BUTCHAN);

IF RBUT;125 THEN BUTTONPRESSED:-TRUE ELSE BUTTONPRESSED:-FALSE;

IF XCUR-.FIRSTSAMPLE THEN XCUR:.FIRSTSAMPLE;

IF XCUR;NPOINTS THEN XCUR:-NPOINTS:
END: * of cursor *)

I ~ ~ ...... # aaaaaaeaa m aaa.... ...aaaaa...s ..... .....a..
procedure drawgrat:cule

global usag:non*

draws snp graticule on svc screen

requires graphics mode

PROCEDURE DRAWGRATICULE;
VAR
A,B,C:INTEGER:

BEGIN

( SQUARE GRID 5)

( FOR 0:-S TO 250 DO
FOR AO-0 TO 10 DO
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BEG I N
FOINT)CHRtACS5),CHR(B0,:
P0 lNr CR ,C 0)RF(A.25)1

END: -)

~AXES ONLi C

FOR A:-@ TO 250 DO
BEG IN
POINT)CHR(0).CHR(A)):
P0 [NT (CHR(1 50),CHR(A))
END:
FOR A:-0 TO 150 DO
BEGI[N
FOX NT ICHRtA} *CHR 1 ) I.
POLNT CHR(A) ,CHR(250)u
END:

FOR 9:-i TO 9 00 FOR C:-i TO Z DO
BEG IN
POINT CI-4A(CI,CNR 25.EQ I:

FO [NTCHR 150-C),*CHR4Z ):

END:
FOR 6:il TO 5 DO FOR C:-i TO Z DO
BEG IN
POINT(CHR(2SCB) ,CHR(C)):
POINTCHRU5.B -E),CHR(20-C));

END:-
C.-CPM)6,UI&B; C:.CPM(6,SOC);
END:

global usage: IFREE
finds the parameters needed by dra.trace to plot the data in IFREEEa)

*..... * ... *4**............* C.... ...... . ... a).

FROCEOURE AUTORANGEIVAR C:REAL:VAR A: INTEGER);
VAR

0: INTEGER;
G, INT,MAX,IIIN:REAL:

BEGIN
FIAA:-0; MIN:-0;
FOR B: -FIRSTSAMPLE TO NPOINTS DO
BEGIN
IF IFREErBJ>MAX THEN MAX:-IFREECB):
IF IFREErBJ<MIN THEN MIN:-IFREECB):

END:
INT: MAX-MIN;
Aa-TRUNC)-1*MIN/INT*1e):
IF A;O THEN
0: LN(-1.RINA) /LN( 1U.8)
ELSE
BEGIN
A: -1;
G-LN )MAXI9) /LN I 10.0)j

END:

Cs -((POWER U0,FRAC (G) ).10) -1)/10F-OWER(10,ENT IER (G))
C:-C/25; At-A'25;

END;
)*.CC................... ............ ............ ..........

procedure curdrawx):
**C* . .. C....... .................. .... aa .C...a).

PROCEDURE CURORAW IINTEGER):
VAR
A: INTEGER;
BEGIN
(-FOR A:-z2 To 2 DO
BEGIN
COMPLEMENT ICHR I .A) ,CHR(IV X) A) I

COMPLEMEN,)CHR)X.AI,CHR)Y)X)-A))I
END:

COMPLEMENT(CHF )X , CHR ) V )%) ; 5)

FOR As:-2 To I DO
BEGIN
COMPLEMENT)CHR)X+A),CHR(V)X)-2)):
CORF'LEMENT)CHFiX.2),CHR)V)X)CA)I
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OFF'.MENCR X-) .:HRIA-A,

END:

procedure dra~trace
global usage:FIRSTSAMFLE,NPOINTS,RAw
requilre% graphics mode
draws crude data straight from RAW

PROCEDUR;E DRAWTRACE:
VAR
AP,C,D: INTEGER;

BEGIN
CLEARSCREEN:
AUTORANGE (YH., G(;
IF G&SW THEN

B-EGIN
DF. 'WGFAT I CULE:
FOR A:-FIRSTSAMFLE TO NFOINTS DO
IF (A I-) OR (V(A).5) OR (Y(A) 245 ) THEN
BEG IN
D:-YGENTIEA(IFREErA)/VH);
FOP :- TO 3 DO
FOR C:--7 TO 3 DO
tNFOINTLCHR(A.B) ,CHR(D-C ;

END:
END;
MOYE (CHR (F IRSTSAMFLE) *CHR (V(F IRSTSAMPLE)((
FOR A:-FIRSTSAM1FLE TO NFOINTS DO

LINE (DNA(A) ,CH-R (V(A)));
IF FITFOUND OR ROLVFITFOUD THEN
BEGIN
A: F IRSTSAMPLE;

REPEAT
A:-A.I:.
UNTIL (VFIT)A(B%) AND (YFIT(A(25B- )-,
A: -A- I:
WH4ILE (VFIT(A( e( AND (VFIT(A(-.2510) AND (A -NROINTS) DO

BEG IN
MOVE (DNA(A-I) ,CDA(VF IT) A-I I (;
LINE(CNR(A) ,CHR(FITAWI)
IF (A.-IXI( AND (AsSIX2) THEN LINE(CHR)A,CHRrt(A ;)

END;
END&

C:-CPM(&,eIB); C;-CFM(6,SBC~i
FOR 0:-I To 4 DO WRITELN;
wRITEI'fig d, FILENi:3,'.'NXPTSI).
CASE STATUS OF

1: BEGIN
W I TELN I a I;
WRI TELN;

WRITELN(*Conduction*(I
WAITELN('current, Ic();
END;
2: BEGIN

wAX TELN( b
WRI TELN;

WAITELN('displacement*)
WRITELNI current, Id')-

END;
:: BEGIN

WRITELNI c 4;
WA ITELN;

WAITELN('simple 'I
WRITELN('current, is )t
END;

4'
BEGIN
WA ITELN I d

WA ITELNI
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MA!EkEN1 total +ree
WAI TELN Icha.;. Og 0

END:
BEGIN

,4RLTELN' e
wR ITELNa
VRITELNi generation 0+

WRITEUN( charge dO/seC
END;

~:BEGIN
WRITELNL f
WRI TELNi

WRITELN( A,!
WR ITELN:
END

ENDs
WRITELN:

WRITELNt a *GAPLEN:-4-1, cm'
wRITELNt p .PRE: 7:i0, -Hnig
.JV.TELNJ E ,FEDlES::)
wRITELN OV/cm
WRITELNt Sip .FIELD-..E-5/PFE.1.O7):4::)I
wRITELN( V,ci.torr'1;

WRITELNi V

IF PI7FOUND THIEN

IF ARATE 0) THEN WF<TELN('decay +reQ. ELSE AJF1TELNt growsth treq.

WAITELN, -,4EmAkATE-l.kE-6):6:Z, MHz
END:

IF NOT UNDEFINED THEN
B.EGIN

MR I TELNa
WRITELN( :ntegral-
WRITELN(UINTEGRAL.ZE-q):q;2, nC)

END:
IF UNDEFINED AND FITFOUND-PALSE) THEN BEGIN W.RITELN; wF.ITELN: WRITELN END:,
w'R ITELN:
WRITELNW'..rIhor scaj&eu;
wRITE( y: );
CASE STATUS OF

4: WRITELN((YH.2.5E.I0b);6sZ. nC )t
12aWRITELN((VH.2.SE.4),bs,j mA')

5,61 WRITELN(UYH-..E+L6a3 C/o
END:

WRITELN'xi ,(XTIMB*I.0E+6)s7:2, uS*);
IF UNDEFINED THEN
BEGIN
CUPDRAW U1U1 i
CURDRAWUIX2u1
END
EL SE
BEGIN
FOR A1-X1 TO 1X2 DO
BEGIN

MOVE (CHR(A) ,CHRfl'GU:
LINE(CHR(A) ,CHR(Y(A) ));
END;

END;
IF (NOT UNDEFINED) OR (STATUS-') THEN
BEGIN

MOVE (CHR (FIRSTSAMFLE) ,CHR (VG))
LINE CHR(NPOINTS).CHR(YG));

END;
END;

PROCEDURE DRAWCUR:
BEGIN

CUrIDRAW(OLDIXI): CURDRAW:OLDIX2);
CURDRAW(IXIUl CURDRAWUIX2);

END;
............................................



p0oca0ure roitl

global usqe:, IIACUR,ATiMI, hI,IYIRAW,ZEROLEVEL,RLuT,,AMFL

OLDIXI ,LDXCUR
requires graphics sode

,inos cursor positionmaes this now cursorl,stores old value

repeats until button is pressed

PROCEDURE ROUTI:
BEGIN

UNDEFINED:-TRUE:

DRAWTRACE:

OLDIXI:-OLDXCUR:

REPEAT

DRAWCUR:

CURSOR;

(I: - IREEC <CUkl:
;xl:=CUR: OL5I (I: 'LVxCuF.:

UNTIL REUT U:

C ND:

.. 5* .......... * .......... ........... .........

procedure rout2

global usage: XCUR,X2IIX,CLDIX2,OLDXCU,XTIMi

YZ,RAW, ZERCLEVEL, /AMPLRPUT

same as routl but gets cursor position and'maps it onto cursor:
calculating the real values XZ,Y of tne cursor positon.

again the old ones are saved for erasure

.......***... ... ..............................

PROCEDURE ROUT,:

BEGIN
UNDEFINED:.TRUE;

DRAWTRACE:

OLDIXZ: OLDXCUR:

REPEAT

DRAWCUR:

CURSOR:
X2: XCUR.XTIMB/25

Y::-IFREEEXCUR);

IX2:-XCUR; OLDIXZ:-OLDXCUR:
UNTIL RBUT;125;

END:

( .... * .... a*. .. ...... ...............
procedure expfit:

performs a least squares fit to the data between the cursors

to the function y-a eip(bx)

PROCEDURE EXPFIT:

VAR

YS SXSY,SXX,SYY,SXYSDDD,EO:REAL;

S,N:INTEGERI

FUNCTION Q(XtINTEGER)tREAL

VAR

J,K:REAL;

C:INTEGER;

BEGIN

J:-IFREE[X):

IF J-.0 THEN J:.-J(-I).
IF J THEN

KVsLN(J)

ELSE

K:--4gw
IF V-40 THEN C:-CPM(6,7)lI* BEEP .)

Q: -;

END;

FUNCTION D(VAR X:INTEGER)REAL;

BEGIN

D:-FITA*X.FITB-Q(X)

ENDI

BEGIN
FITFOUND-FALSEI

SlORS:X G:-B; SXX:.g: SYYT-0g SIX-2: 30:-B;
FOR Si-It: TO 12 DO
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b.EG IN
SA; -S% -S.
Si*:.-5XA.SOR(S) I

YS: -Q (5)

5yy:SYYSQR(YS) i
Sxy:-.SxvS-vS;

ENDI
N:1IX-I)l1l I
OD:-N.S%(X-SOR(SX);
FITilI-(N*SXV-SX-SY)/DD;
FITBz.(SV.ShX)-SX*SXV)/DD;
ARATE: -FITA.25/XTIMBI
FOR 5:-IXU TO IX2 DO ESD.SSOR(D(Sl);
£0: 5D/ (N-2):
ER<ARATE; -SOR<T N-EO!DD) s:5/XTIMB:
WRITELN' EX]n I. SX, fXX~n :- XX ,sxi, 5v iyl : rj = Y5Y);
WRITELN rij :J ,SAY, (ODIn 'SD, N:= N);

WRITELN( n(XX).N- t~n.CX~n :- DD, (DD03n/(N2) EQ2):
WRITE, a - ,FITA, b- ',FITBP, -att.freq , 2
WRITELN tERARArE~i
REAOLNi

END;

Proceduire rout4
global useage;INTEGRAL,IX2,IXI,RZW.ZEFOLEY)EL,fAMPL,XTIME UNDEFINED
reauires graphics mode
displays data, calculates integral between Xl&XC, displays result.
on return to program, negates undefined flag

PROCEDURE ROUT4:
VAR
A: INTEGER:.
BEGI N
FITFOUND: -FALSE:
IF (STATUS -4) THEN

BEG IN
DRAWTRACE;
INTEGRAL: 4;
DRAWCUR:
IF IX2AIXI THEN
FOR A:ZIXl TO 112 DO INTEGRAL:-INTEORAL-IFREECA)
ELSE
FOR A:aIX2 TO IXI DO INTEGRAL:-INTEGRAL+IFREE(A);
INTEGRAL: -INTEGRAL*XTIMB/25i
WRITE(INTEGRAL~l.WE.9:12:4,* nC');
UNDEFINED: -FALSE;
READLN;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
WRITELN(' meaningless ;
UNDEFINED: -TRUE;
READL N

END; (- of if status <. 4 *
END-.
(...4... C.e..~s.. a......a.......... ... a......................m

procedure rout5
gloal usage:FIRSTTIME,PZEROLEVEL,ZEROLEVEL,PARATEARATE

PINTEGRAL,INTEGRAL ,PRAW,RAW,&FRESS,PRESS
P-CLOCRVALUE,CLOCKVALUE,PNUMID,HUMID,FITIMB, ITIMG
PVAMPL,YAMPL,PREGISTOR,RESISTOR,PNRUN4,NRUN,PNXPTS,NXPTS
PNPO INT , NRC INTS ,PP IRSTSAMPLE ,F IRSTSAIIPLE ,PCHANNEL ,CHANNEL

stores the parameters and gets sore data from filea
i.e. (f~eld2)i:(fieldll: then ne. (fieldl). (f~eldi) is lost.

PROCEDURE ROUTS&
VAR
A: INTEGER;
RTEMP: REAL;
BEGIN



POLFTFC:LND 
-RALSE; 

v

CALL::_; R.ALSE;
CALLb: -FALSE;
FIRSTTIIE: -FALSE:
(- SAVE OLD PA.RAMETERS AND DATA *
FZEROLEVEL;-ZEROLEVEL;
PARATE: "APATE;.
FINTEGRAL: INTEGRAL;
FOR As-e TO Z55 DO ICONDCAJ:-IFREECA):
PRRESS: "PRESS:
PCLOCI VALUE: 'CLOCKVALUE:.
FHUrIID: -HUMID;
P XTI MS': *TIMP1;
PVAMFL; VAMPL;
FRESISTOR:=RESISTOR;
F'NRUNZ NRUN;
PNAPTS; NIFTS;
;NFOINTS; NPGINTS:

P IARSTSAMPLE:-FIPSTSAMFLE:
FC-IANNEL: -CHANNEL;
PP 1TFOUND: -PFTOUND:
(END OF SAVING PARAMETERS s

NE WEVENT;

Xl ; =IXlI .ITIM9/,25;

XZ:-IX.XTIME/Z5f
Z:;-IFREEC 1121;

UNDEF INED:-TFUE;
END;

procedure rout7

ARglobal usage:none.
cells other routines to draw (i+ieldl)

...--.... -. 44 -... --... *--------........--........
PROCEDURE ROUTT;

A,&-;INTEGER;

BEGIN
DRAw TRACE;
IF NOT OMP THEN READLN;

END;
I..ts--- ..........................4444 - -------- 4* .... 4..

procedure rout:
global usags:IXI,XCURIYl,RAW,OLDIX,OLDXCUR,X,XTP

VI *ZEROLEVEL , AMPL ,ARATE * EUTTONFPRESSED
requires graphics mode
gets a new cursori value, calculates the attachment freq.
here, and displays the value.
stops when button is pressed.

..... ns.......s*..... ....-- *4.* ...---------...........

PROCEDURE ROUT,;
BEGIN
EXPFI T;
F ITFOUND:-TRUE;
R;OUT 7;

END-.
....-*-.- ...............-- .....-..-..............

procedure route'
global usage:IXl,1IX2,IYl,I'e-,XCUR,YCUR,I,XZ,YI,YZ
interchanges the cursor fields; cursorl1: cursor,. cursor:-cursorl14

...... *-...........4........................

PROCEDURE ROUTS;
VAR
lTEMPt INTEGER;
RTEMP; REAL;

B'EGIN
ITEMP:-IXl: IXI:-1X; 112;-ITEMP;
ITENPt.IYI; II1V 1V2:IT1EMP;
XOUR, -T11;
YOUR;' Otl
RTEMP;.Xl; XI;-XZ X;:RTEMF;



,cvi il.

TEMP: rI; yI: -v2: .-;=FrEmF;

END:

procedure rout9
global usage:FIRSTTIME,ZEROLEYEL,PZEROLEVEL,ARATE,PFRATE

INTEGRAL,P INTEGRAL. ,RCW, PRAW, PqESS, PFRESS, HUM ID, PRUM ID
CLOC .VALUE,PCLO0l'VALUE , XT iMB,FPXTIMP, vApiPLPYAMPL
RES ISTOR, PRES I STOR * NRUN, PNRUN. NXFTS, PNXPTS
HPO INTS, PNPO INTS,PFI RSTSAMPLE .PPI RSTSANRLE, CHANNEL, PCHANNEL

in:erchanges the dataixelds; fei).fid, iiieldZ):-(iedi..
................... ....... . .... . **...... .... *..

PROCEDURE RDUTW:
VAR
A, ITEMP: INTEGER;
STEMP, REAL:
bTEMF: BOOLEA.ZN
CTEMP: CH.4R;
PEGIN
UNDEFINED,:-TRUE:
IF FiRSTTIME THEN ROUT5:
STEMF: -ZEROLEYEL: ZEROLEYEL: PZEROLEVEL; PZEROLEVEL: =RTEMP;
RTEMP: .ARATE: AFATE:.PARATE; PAR<ATE: =rTEMP:-
rTEMF:-INTEGRAL: INTEGSAL:-RINTEGRAL; PINTESRAL:=RTEMF;
STEMP:PFITFOUND: PITPDUND:-PPITPDUHD: PFITPOUJD:=BTEMP,
FOR A:-0 TO 255 Do
BEG IN
PTEMP.-IFREE CA]:
IFREECA): -ICONOER),
iCDNDCAI..RIEMP;

END:
ITEMP: -STATUS; STATUS: .PSTATUS; FSTATUS:-ITEMP;
RTEMP: -PRESS; PRESS: PPRESS; PPRESS:-RTEP1P;
RTEMP: -CLOCK VALUE; CLCKVVALUE:-PCLOCKVALUJE; PCLOCRVALUE:=RTEMP;
R.EMP:-HUMID; HUMID:-PHUMID; PHUMID:-RTEIR;
RTEMF:.XTIMB; XTItD:.PXTIME9 PXTIMB:-RTE1F,;
RTEP: .AMPL; 'VAMPL: -PYAMPL; PIAP1PL: -RTEPIP;
RTEMF':-RESISTOR: RESISTOR:-PRESISTOR: FRESIETOR:=RTEiP:
ITEPIP:-NRUN; NRUN: .PNRUN; PHEUN: ITEMP;
iTEMP:-NKPTS; NXPTS:-P1NXPTS; PNXPTS:-ITElP:
ITEHP:-NPOINTS; NPOINTS:-PNPOINTSI PNPOIHTS:-ITEMP;
ITEMF:-FIRSTSAMPLE 1 F IRSTSAMPLE: -P I RST SAMPLE! PFIRSTSAMPLE: -ITEMP;
CTEMP: -CHANNEL; CHANNEL: -PCHAHNEL; PCHANHEL: CTEMP;
Xi: -IX X*XTIMP/25;
11:. EFREEC[IXl2;
X2: .1X2*XTIMB/25;
Y2-:IFREEX'I

END;
PROCEDURE ROUTIO;
VAR
A: INTEGER;

BEGI1N
FOR A:-FIRSTSAMPLE TO NPOINTS DO IPREEEA): -LN (SORTC(SOR (IFREECA3))

END;i

procgdure routil;
globsal usage: RAW, ZEAOLEVEL,PRAW,PZEROLEVEL, rnMPL,PvAMPL
performs the mapping described in routit.
note: data in RAW is lost

.... **#m5# .** ..... *.....*..... .......................

PROCEDURE MOUT11;
VAR
A: INTEGER;
F ACTIORI i REAL;

BEGIN
F ITFOUND: -FALSE;
IF CORRECTED THEN FACTORX:-STRLEN/GAPLEN ELSE FACTORX.-I;
UNDEFINEDi-TRUEs
IF (STATUS-2) ANDF'STATUS-l) THEN
BEGIN

FOR AiFIRSTSAMPLE TO NROINTS DO IFREECA):-IF4EECA).PACTORX-iCDNDCAI:
STATUS: -3;
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END
EL SE
IF iSTATUS-,' AND (FSTATUS-Z) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELNt .~)
READUN
END
ELSE
BEG IN
WRZTELN('.,5 ''

READLN
END:

END;

procedure routl2

glooal usage: none
calls rout5,rout ,routll,rout4 : a convenience

..... ........ ... ... *..*.. ...........

PROCEDURE R<OUTI2-:
VAR
A: INTEGER:.
B:REAL;
BEGIN
UNDEFINED: -TRUE;
F ITFOUND: -FALSE:
IF (STATUS-3) AND (PSTATUS-I) THEN
BEGIN
B:-VE/GAPLEN*lGS: (- 1/0 in metres a
FOR A:-FIRSTSAMFLE TO NPOINTS DO lFREEEAJ:-IFREECAJB;
STATUS:-4;
END
ELSE
IF (STATUS-i) AND 'PSTATUS-Z) THEN
BEGIN

READLN
END
ELSE
BEGIN
WRITELN(*<11> 1"

READLN
END; (* OF IF 4

END:

procedure routlZ;
global usage: none
draws the current field, outputs it to the printer
then lists the parameters associated with it

PROCEDURE ROUTIZ;
VAR
A,B,C: INTEGER;
BEGIN
GRSW: TRUE;
OMP: TRUE:
C: -CPM (3,27);
C: -CFM15, 51);
C:-CPM(5,2-4); (* SET EPSON LINESPACING FOR GRAPHICS 5
GRAPHICS
ORAWTRACE:

OMPRO:
USER(WR950); C.GRAPHICS DUMP 4
C:-CPM (5, 27);
C:-CPM(5,50); C RESTORE DEFAULT LINESPACING TO EPSON a
OMP: FALSE:
(IF ENDPAGE THEN
BEGIN
C:-CPM(5,12);a) (* FORM FEED a
(a ENDRAGE:-FALSE4
END
ELSE ENDPAGE:'.TRUE *)

WRI TELN;
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P0 El.O5El5-,AEQt, ; RESTORE 0.P JUMP IN EC C.-:OT:c

GFSW; FdLSE;
END;-

procedure routl4
global usage; GREW
turns on/cUf the graticLile dranIng routine
.................. a.............................

PROCEDURE ROUTl4;

BEGIN
IF GREW THEN GRSW:-FALSE ELSE GRSWz.TRUE

END;
(.*...** .... * . ...545................................

procedure rout 15
global usageino
reads in a new record (ic and id) and displays id

*.**......... *....... . a.............. ........ ....... ,

PROCEDURE ROUTIS;
BEGIN
(- SET RETURNED VALUES TO 0 a

I OMAX; -0:
IDPOSMAX; 0;
IDNEGNAX; 0;

VS: -0;
OGMAX;.0
DOINJECTED: 0;
ORATE; 0;
DORATE: 0;
DERROR; 0;
DOERROR; 0;

DOSTART; 0;
DOENDs 0;
INTC; 0;
INTD2; 0;
INTD3;& 0;
ROUT5; POUTS;
STATUSz C;
PETATUSs-1;
ROUT7;

END;

procedure rout la
global usageinone
finds gap charge generation, dO

PROCEDURE ROUTla;
VAR
ICTERM,OMVGODWHATAMESS,RTEMP,RRTEMP; REAL;
A; INTEGER;

BEGIN
UNDEFINED: -TRUE;
IF (STATUS-4I AND (RSTATUS-1) AND FITFOUND THEN
BEGIN
OMYGODWHATAMESS; -ICOND(FIR5TSAMPLE2;
FOR A;-FIRSTSAMPLE.1 TO NPOINTS DO
BEGIN

ICTERMi - I ICONDCA3+OMYGODWHATAMESS) 'XTIMP/50%
O)MYGODWHATAMESS - ICONO CA];
ICONDCA);=-IFREEEA)- (IFREECA-I23-ICTERM) aEXP (ARATE.XTIMB/2SI;
ICDNDCA];-ICONDCAI/XTINB.25; (* dO/sec 4

END;

PSTATUS; 5;
END

ELSE IF (STATUSII) AND (PSTATUS-4)
THEN BEGIN WRITELN(K-9>1' )i READLN END
ELSE BEGIN WRITELN('AS>5 '); READLN END;
IF NOT FITFOUND THEN WRITELN((<3>r');
PP ITFOUND; -FALSE;

ICDNDCFIRSTSAMPLEJ; -0;
FIRSTSAMPLE; FIRSTSAMPLE+1 2
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F UU I
END;

procedure rout 17
torus the streametriunction A(.,: in IFFEE

............... .*. **...***... 0.....***......... .............

(-PROCEDURE ROUT 17:
VAR
A,Bs INTEGER;,
CCVELLI.D0;REAL;
BE0GIN
FF1 TFOUND: -FALSE.
IF (PSTATUS.1) AND FITFOUND AND (VS Gi) THEN
BEG IN
STATUS.-a;
yELL): VE*VS/ (VE-VS);
CC:-,SORT(SOR(AR.ATE))/VE)4VELO*XT1M8/25;

WFITELN CC:- CC):
WRITELN( ARPTE;-',AFATE);
WRITELN( VELO; *YEFLO);
FOR A;- IX1 TO IAZ DO IFREEEA-IXIJ;=(ICONOCA)/VELO).EXF((A-IXI)CC);
FOR A;-(11+l-IXI) TO NFOINTS DO IFREECAJ;-0;

END
ELSE WRITELN('K1SA' 7- 1, )
REAOLN;

F ITFOUND; FALSE;
PF1TFOUND; -TRUE;

END; '

procedure rout IS;
4inds the streamer velocity

PROCEDURE ROUTLO;
B4EGIN
VS:-STRLEN/(A545(X2-XI)*l00);

END;
PROCEDURE ROUT1i;
BEGI N
POLYF IT;
ROUT7;

END%

procedure rout20
global usage; CORRECTED;

changes ROUTlI such that it finds Ie-Id-Ic; and not the default

.h4ch is4*4 *4444444*4 -44 *4**4*4 44*544444*44*44444

PROCEDURE ROUT2O;
BEGIN
IF CORRECTED THEN CORRECTED:-FALSE ELSE CORRECTEDz.TRUE;
IF CORRECTED THEN WRITELN('finds Ie-Id+Ic. (d-n)/d')

ELSE WRITELN('fxndsIed4c;
READLN;

END;
PROCEDURE ROUT21:
VAR
A: INTEGER&
BEG IN
ICMA%; YZ;

INTC,-0
FOR At-F1RSTSAMPLE TO NPOINTS DO INTC:-INTC.IFREE(A];
INTC: INTC*XTIMP, 2!;

END;
PROCEDURE ROUT22;
BEGIN
IDPOSNAX; V21

END;
PROCEDURE ROUT2Z4
VAR
Au INTEGER;
BEGIN
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IDNEGMAA:-*2:
TA: - (XZ-X 1
ROUTIS5:
INTDZ: -0:
INTO:, -0:.
FOR At-(IXI) TO IXZ DO INTDZ:1INTD2IFREE[Al;
FOR A:U(XI) TO NPOINTS 00 INTD7:-INTD:,-IFREE(AJ;
INTD2: -INTD*XT IMB,23
INTD: 1INT0Z.ATIMB/25z

END:
PROCEDURE ROUT24;
B.EGIN
OGMAX: -Yi;
GRATEs ARATE;
OERROR: ERARATE,

END-.
PROCEDURE ROUT25;
B'EG I N
DOSTART: Y 1:

DORATE:-ARArE;
DOERROP:=EPARATE;
END;
PROCEDURE ROUT264
BEGIN
CALL6: -TRUE:
OINJECTED:- V;

END:
PROCEDURE ROUT272
VAR A: INTEGER:
B4EGIN,
WRITELN(DEASE,' )
WRITEIDBASE, \ - PILENO, ,NXPTS,
WRITE (DE.ASE,FIELO*- , (FIELD/PRE) ,' -,GAPLEN, ,PRE,' 1
WRITECDE.ASE,ICMAX,' 0 '.IDPOSMAX,' 0 ',IDNEGMAX, -0 ');
WRZTE(DASE,OGMAX, 0 ',DQINJECTED,- 0 ',ORATE,' .OERFROR,'
WRITEiD9ASE,DORATE,' DQERROR,' ,VS,' 0 .VE,' 0 )
WRITE (DB.ASE, INTC, -0 , INTD2, 0 , INTDZ, 0 ') ;
WRITE (OEASE,VE, -0 ', TX,- 0 ,STRLEN, -0 'TP., -0 ',DOSTART,' 0
WRITE(DBASE,DOEND,' 0 ');
IF CALL23 THEN WRITE(DBASE,- 1I ELSE WRITE(OSASE,. 0 1
IF CALL26 THEN WRITE(DBASE, 1 1 ELSE WRITE(DBASE,' 0a

END;

procedure analyms
global usaqo: IRESP
dr:' .g the sub-menu for the cuesor-oriented analysis package

PROCEDURE ANALYSIS;
BEG IN
REPEAT
NORMALSCREEN;

(*(* WRITELN('YOURE SO SMART l)*
WAIT (2) a
NORMAL SCREEN;
ANAL MENU;
READ; IRESP):
CASE IRESP OF
1 :ROUT I;
2%ROUT2i
~: ROUTZ;
4sROUT4%
5: ROUT 15;

(4 sROUT61*)

7sROUT71
0, ROUTS;
9: ROUT9;

10. ROUT 10;
11l ROUT:11;
12: ROUT121
15: ROUT 1;
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1 4: ROUT 14:

16:ROUT1:
17:ROUT17:

I8 R-.OUT 18:
19: ROUT 1qz
20:OUTZW:

21:ROUT1:

22:ROUT-2:

27:ROUT2:

24:ROUT24;

25: ROUT25;

fl:ROUT2a:

27:ROUT27

END:

UNTIL IRESF'-:

END: ( of ar, 1vsis

program begins ,ere

............... *.*... *..... .... .**

EEGIN (* program

SVCCODE:
INITIALISE:

SEGINNING:

ANALVSI3;

END. * of program

Appendix B

A complete data list is available from the author.

The data has not been included in order to reduce the bulk of

the report.



DATE

FILMED


